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1-GENERAL AND PHYSICAL
to6. Magnetism of compounds. I{. Kido. 
G¢ktry'iG,t liy6hn, 13, ;zz-;z5 (tg33J.-From 
[he mngnelic susceptibilities of inorganic mm-
pds., chief alkali and alkaline anh silts, the 
magnetic susceptibilities n! the ions forming 
these salts were measured and it was irscer-
tained that the magnetic susceptibility of the 
helerolxdnr molecule is given as the algebraic 
sum of those of the ions forming it. This is 
applicable even to orgvtic conipds. or other 
homopolar compels. rant the resuhs obtained 
agree with the oluerred value letter than 
thos^_ calcd. br Pascal's law, i.e. those nddi-
tirely calcd, from the magnetic snsceptililities 
of the atoms fi,rudng the molecule. J.C.i.. 
toy. Liquids of standard viscosity. B. 
Fujita..1. s`bC. Chem. lrerL .lapan, dl, 537-
590 (t93S}.-1'he author carefully calibrated 
the Ilbplcr viscometer by enrplo}7ng water 
alone as the s~•tndard, and found [hat consG. 
of the falling balls of the Hdpler viscometer 
were considerably different from the values 
given by the maker of the viscometer. &y 
the measurement of he viscosity of standard 
liquids (Xo. g:\ rf \o. 6il) oltainal from the 
United St:ues ISureau of Standards, it was 
shown that it checked very well. The ris-
cosilies of two other hydrocarbon oils used 
for other purposes were measured atdifferent 
temps. :\uthor. 
rob. The measurement of solubilities 
of thallous bromide and iodide by the 
polarographie method. Y. Terui. Bill. 
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1'he stul. solos. of thallous- bromide 
sohts. of I{Br, whose conrns. e•ere 
qo5 cool per liter were electrolysed 
phically, sad the nmats. of thallium 
 the sane tray the sulubililies of 
odide in aqueous solos of I{t (covens. 
o,aor cool per lifer) e•cre uunsured. 
solubility values the solubility pro-
e calcd.: 
1'][1']=S.Sxto's. Author, 
e estimation of lead and end-
ontained in metallic zinc by 
arographic method. Y. Tcrui. 
7. PGys. Cheat. ]iesearCd, 17, 6;;-
).-Lead and cl,l mium, the common 
in rnmmercial me4111ic z nc, were 
simullaneously b the pnlarogmpbic 
 Five specimens of commercial 
inc were xamd. About H g of each 
ere dissohed completely in yo cc of 
1 w•ilh the aid of a few drops of 
HNO,. Ily evaporation the volume 
n. was made $o cc and electrolysed 
phically. From km heights of the 
the pol:uogram the covens. u( Icnd 
time were detd. and percentages of 
11s in the sample calal. 
                      :\uthor.
t ro. Twin lamellae of boric acid, BO,H,. 
H. Tazirki. J. Sci. lliroahi>n¢ Unfr., A, 9, 
zt-z7 (r93q).-'t'hin twin lamellae, parallel 
to the c-true, are frequently exhibited by boric 
acid crystals obtained by ordinary recrystalliza-
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tion from ayuenus solo. ]n this investigation 
these hvin lamellae •cre xamd. b)• treating 
the Taue-photographs with the crystallographic 
glohe. 't'hree different q•p^s of twinning here 
ol>servtKl. The Composition planes here all 
the- plane [cor] and t6c twinning-aces were 
the crystallographic axes [z3o], [oto] and 
[aio]. No lamella of boric acid, parallel m 
the c-face, nas ohserved which was built up 
of hvo or more individuals having an irregular 
arrangement. i stead of twimting. Author. 
ltr. Studies on nickel catalysts for the 
conversion of water gas. S. 1'sutsttnl. 
J. Clrcrn. Snc..Trtprnr, fi0, 3tt-3r3 (t939)•-
`I'he salt. of pllassium nitrate reyuirerl to 
depress dte side reaction almost o nil to fixm 
methane ;u the courcrsion of water gas at 
aoo°C w;ls r.-,-z.o g uniformly f x l~ri. Ni-to9b 
ALO„ Ni-j.oy AI:O, and Ni-z.,,°o '11.0, 
catalysts, and o•z g and more for a Ari-to 0 
Cu0 catalyst, tack of which contains o g of 
nickel. 'Che rate of the formation of methmte 
a[ :30o C with a Ni-lo% Ng0 catalyst 
decreased gradually with an increase from og 
to z g in the amt. of potassium nitrate addcri 
l0 6 g of nickel, but was and depressed to
nil, in spite of the flirty small rate of die 
(ormation of nlsthane 11•ith a similar catalyst 
cOntg. Il0 p0[aisinm Ill[IatC, 1'04a531u111 Clh 
borate was found not to be sn effective for 
the depression of the formation of methane 
at the conversion f water gas Author. 
t rz. Anew simple theory of valency. 
R. 1'suchida. J. Chcr». Soc..Inpun, 6U, zqj 
-zj6 (1939)•-~Y assuming that molecules 
and rulical ions are built up by m-onlinalinq 
molecules, ions and electrons around centr:d. 
canons, configurations f all the simple contl»Is. 
as well as the complex ones mold be readily 
found. Some of the lhmretical results arc as 
follows : BeO;", 130..-, CO„ [Ag(CN).] 
%n(C.II;,)_, CH,i\fgl, etc.. linunr, II_O, V-
shaped (toy°); NO:-. NO:. SO„ etc, V-shaped 
Qzo`); I3CI„ CO,-~ N0, SO„ C(N}I.),. 
[Ni(C\);;]", etc.. plane-triangular; 50,', CIO; , 
\H,, etc., pyramidal; dimethylglyoximonickel, 
[Pr,CI,]', [Pt(NH,),]", [CoCI,]', etc., ~ planc-
.-cr»rml r,.re rs yrirn! C.Srmirlry 17i 
tetragonal ; PO,'-, SO,', CIO,-. \ H.;''. CrO,', 
DinO~ . AlnO,=, Ni(CO)„ SnBq. Pb(C,Hs),. 
[Cu(CN),}' , [%n(N1i,),]'', etc., tetrahedral; 
SI%,;, IOrs , [PtClr,] . [Fe(CN),;]' , [NbF,O]-. 
[Cr(1-hO)r.]'•, eta, ochlhedml; OsFs, 
[lG(CN)s]', etc., cubic. •1'he r sults coincide 
fiirl)• well with cxptl. data. :1 new definition 
of vnlencg haws been proposed ;via.., the valency 
of an clement in a given cnnl[xl. is eyual to 
the number of electrons which the atom of 
the element in question makes use of iu order 
to form the compd. 'Che su'ucture of henzene,. 
graphite and (ne triarylmethyl ndtcals, may 
he explained without assuming the resonance 
effect. Author. 
t 13. Studies on some derivatives of 
calcium eyanamide. (VI & VII) Forma-
tion of guanidine and its derivatives 
from dicyandiamide by reaction be-
tween dicyandiamide rind amine salts. 
(:1) Mechanism of reactions between 
dicyandiamide atld ammonium salts. 
1C. Sugino. ,/. Cflenr..Srx:..lap4re, fi0, zbi-
z7j• 3jt-3fij (u)39}, and li»IL ~akyo Univ. 
F,)ry., 8. qy-tar {r939)•-Dicvandiamide is 
canerled by its reaction kith :unmoniwn 
calls into guanidine salts. C,I-1,N,+zNI-1,• H.l' 
=zCll\s•HS. The mechanism of this 
reaction decd. by the author was as follmes: 
t) Dicyandiamide is con vcral prinmrily into 
biguanide monnsalt b}• the addition oft cool 
of armnomum salt Nl1;C(\H)•NId•CS't 
N I I,• I Iti= (X t (_ • C{\ H) • N I-I-C{N I-I) • \ H,) 
IIY ...............(t). a) 13iguanide monosalt is 
next converted into t cool of guanidine salt 
and 1 cool of cyanamitle or t/z cool of 




...{z'). 3) The c)•aitamide or dicy:uldi;unide 
formed in nascent state reacts immediately 
with ammonium salt and t cool of guanidine 
sah or t/z cool of bigumlide monosalt is 
formed successively. NI1_•CN+NH;HR= 
(NH.•C(NH}•NH,)IIY............(31, 1/z(NH,~ 
C(NH)•NH •CN)+t/z \ 11,• H\= r/z(NHr-
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C(NII)•NFI•C(NH)•NH.) II1 ............(3'}. 
The biguanide salt formed according to 
formula (3') is:•again rlccompd, to guanidine 
salt and dicyandiamide (formnln (z')). Redo-
dons (z) and (3) tike place at bi;•ber temps. 
(at leastahove.[fio`C), w}tercts reactions (a') 
and (3') do at ]otter lcrnps. Author.
  t [;. On the hydrolysis of zinc sulphate 
  and the formation of basic sulphate. 
   H: Hagisawa. Ral(. Grx,•. Phyx. Cbenr. 
  Rerearcl+, 18; 3h8-3$t (Ig39).=1•lie p(1 
  valneg. of zinc sulphate solos, were detd. 
  at zg° by means of the glass electrode. 
  Different values were obtained according to 
  the method of purification of zinc sulphue 
  cryst.•tls. Practically conconlaut values we.e 
  found with the cr}•stnls n•hich were obtaine I 
   by cooling a said. solo. at yo° m o°, and
  with those obtained by pplg. witb alcohol 
  from a said: solo. at the onliriary temp. both 
  processes Union ctrrieti out under thesam. 
  with CO;. Usigq the former crystals the pIf 
   values of solos. of various covens..wet 
  measured, and the result may lx represented 
  by the ftllowing ey. pll=;•3;o+o-gq t y log {' 
  (Dilution 1'=[o t aeo). Based oli rheas 
  results, the hydmlcsis of zinc sulphateis dis-
  cussed, and the following ey. is considered 
   most adeyuate.to he e.ptl. results : Ln'-t 
  II_O ~:7.nOH•+hI'. The hydrolysis cont. 
  was calcd. as follows : li n=laz~,rnr x at[-)/az„-
  =6•g X to-"(i 5'): The poteoliometr5c « tm-
  tionof zinc sulphate solo. with N:tOI-I w•as 
  performed at -i by means of the glass 
  electrode. When the conch. of ""/.nSQ is 
  greater than o-007 qcool/[, the ppte. has the 
  composition 'LnS0a3"/.o(OH}_ which was as-
  certained by the mtal}•sis of the pp[e. \l'hen 
  the couch. is verp small (o.two;qg i cool/!), 
  the ppte. is 7.n(OH)_ -and it, soluUlity pro-
   duct was found to itc g•; X t0-r". Iaige 
  differences in lhcsnlubility product of %n(OFI),; 
  according to the writer's opinion, may he due 
  to the different state of aggregationof the 
  ppte. when produced (mm solos. by the ad-
  dition of alkali n various conditions of espts: 
                               :\uthor.
r r. Studies on. some derivatives of 
calcium cyanamide (VIII). Formation 
of guanidine and its derivatives from 
dicyandiamide by reactions between 
dicyandiamide and amine salts. (B) 
Dfechanism of reaction between dic-
yandiamide and aniline-HCI. K. Sagino. 
J Chen:. Sr>G Jayan, fiQ. ;U-;;3 (t939)• 
and I3nll. %bd+yo Uvier..Eny., 8, r;l-ryo 
(t939)•-in the previous paper (part Ir & y), 
the mechanism of thG reaction. behveen 
dicyandiamide and con monium salt is 
detd. •1'his report is intended ,lo generalise 
this mechanism hp [he reaction behveen 
dicyandiamide sort aniline-IICI. ]n this case, 
it is well known Ihat the phenvlhiguanide-
HCI (the primary reaction pmduct) is formed 
yuamititively. Jn fused states, the thermal 
demmpn. of phenylbiguanide-HCI and the 
reaction between phenylhiguanide-HCl and 
aniline-HCI or ammonium chloride were then 
studied successively. The reactions betreen 
phenylcyauamide or cyanamide and amine 
atl[s (in fused smte) and mutual reactions of 
cyanamides are also studied in grder to 
dismrer the mechanisms, which.are nuw• he-
lievc-ti o be as follows:- -
NLL-C(Nli}NI I•CN+CTiI;NI L•FICI 
 =(NI h•(xNl [}N I[-C(NI [)•NHCs[i,)1ICI ......(t) 
(FEF.-C{Nli}NI [•C(NI [}NHC6Hs) 
 HCI< (NIL•C~NI[}NIL)IICI-I-CF[I;Nli•CN .-(z) 
    y(C,;H;NI [•C(NI [)Nl G)HCI}NI L.•CN...(z') 
CSI I;NI;-Cxt(yI I;NFL•i [CI 
  =(Cn1IoNII•aNlt)•NIIC.n1I;)1[CI .........:.....(3) 
C7H;N H•CNt NIh•HCI 
  =(Cni tsNl L•C(NI I)•N[L)1 LCI .....................(3) 
NII_•CNi•CnII;NI[., I CI
  =(Cs1I;N I I•(xNi [)•NI I°)1ICl .....................(3') 
N[L-CNtNI [;•1 [CI 
  =(NII..c(NI1}xl I,)HCl ......................_...(3') 
zCsHsNI [•CNt NI I_•CN 
                            cwt[; 
     /Na /x~ 
   ILN-C UNIICsiis 7ix:C C:NH 
 = II I nr I I •••(a) 
       N N IL•N N•Cmll; 
      \~~® ~C/ 
        NII Cnl l,r NH
 In [be case of phenylhi~uanide salt fart 
unsymmetrical biguanide), two reactions take 
place in the themlal decompn. ILis converted
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to (a) guanidine salt and phenylcyanamirle 
(formula (z)J and (F,) phenylguanidine salt 
and cy:utmnide {formula {z')}. 7•hc cyana, 
miles fonncKi in a nascent. state react im-
media[cl}• with amine salts. and [he correspond-
iqq salts of s;uanidiues nre formed (formula 
(3)~ (3~))• Apart of cyanamides react toge-
ther and the phenyl derivaticcs Gf ntelamiae 
(for example: diphenylmelamine (or Biphenyl-
isrimelamine)} are produced as by-prna uct 
(formula (4))- Author. 
t t6. On thelongitudinal magneto-resis-
tance effect at various temperatures 
in iron-nickel alloys. Y. Sirakawa. Sci. 
Repla. -TGleod-2 bop. Univ., 27, #Si 53t 
(t93q).=1'he change in electric resistance of
alloys n( the system iron-nickel at various 
temps. raining from -n);` to S5o" was. 
measured up to r(roo oersteds in IongitudinaP 
magnMic fields The specimen used was a 
fine wire, o.zz^-o.Gt mm in d-nimeter and 
z.6-~~.oem in length. 'fhe change in resis-
L1nce of the alloys of face-centered cubic solid 
solo- in nickel side is very much larger Uiau 
that of the alloys of body-centered cubic solid 
sot i. in iron side, especially al low temps. 
The tnagneto-resistance-concn. isothermal 
curves consist of nvo portions, eparued h~om 
each other at a concn. a slightly more than 
Soy of nickel, am] the curves in each por-
tion are Con Cave towards the concn. axis. 
                             Author:
t try- On thelongitudinal magneto-resis-
tance effect at various temperatures , 
in iron•cobitlt alloys. Y. Simkawa. 5'ci. 
Fep(s. Tohoka bop. Univ., '~7, 53z-56o 
{tg3q).-•1'he change in electric resistance of
alloys of the s}'stem iron-colxilt az carious 
temps. iariging Gom. -tq5° to trio was 
measured up to r6oo oersteds in longitudinal 
mametic. fields. The specimen. used eras a 
fine 1c•ire, o.zo~o:6r mm in diameter anal. 
3~q^'7~t cmin length. The change in resis-
lance of the alloVS of face-centered cubic y-
solid solo- is very much larger than that of 
 lhealloys of body-centered cubic a-solid solo. 
in iron side and of hexagonal close-packed h
~-Czuzrn! nnA-PAp rend Clrnushr• ll9 
solid solo- in mlinlt side. especially a[ low 
temps. The magneto-resistance-concn. 
isothermal cun~es ronsist of three portions. 
that is, 2-. 7- and A-solid solo.: the cones 
of a-salirl solo, alloys arc all conctvc towards 
rheconat. axis. Author. 
u3. Measnrements of luminous effici-
ency of sulphide phosphors. T. ;\zunta 
and T. \agtsatca. ;llaula &enkyat Jibs, 14, 
h5-a7 (x939)•-Certain r udifications teen 
introdueal m lire Guild Dicker photometer 
teilh the purpose to use also as heterochromatic 
brightness-meter, sill as un example of its 
applicmlion, the luminescent brightness of a 
film o(a sulphide phosphor excited by the 
moiodunmatic source of 365 m)r is me,u-ured. 
1\'itL examples it is shown that the lumines-
cent e(ciency of that phosphor will I>e com-
puted from [he strove data combining n•ith 
the me•rsuremen is of the absorption of u.v. 
mdintion by the film and the distribution of
its luminescence Ly modifyiig the distribution-
meter; and the yuantutn efficiency of that 
phosphor will be also competed when the 
spectral energy distribution f the luminescence 
is obtained b}• phomgiaphic spec[rophotometry. 
                            Authors.
 ttq. The dielectric constants of solid 
acetylene tetrachloride, ethylene di-
• chloride. and ethylene chlorobromide. i<I. 
 I{ubn.Sci. Papers Lrst. Pb~x. Cben:. Research, 
 35, a6z-365 (tg3q}.-The. <)ielectiic oonsts• 
 of solid acetylene tetrachloride, thylene 
 dicblorirle, and ethylene chlorobromide s re 
 m&•vsure<I. Por acetylene tetrachloride, con-
 tributron of dipole to the dielectric onsL is 
 tio[obsen'able in thesotid state. II may be 
 concluded that, even tliough the_ stable 
 nwlecular form be polar, a~ystal force fixes 
 the molecule in the lattice y~ith such rigidity 
 that orientation f tlipoles is prohibited in the 
 applied external field, the dielectric ons[. 
 lxing nearly of the store m;gmilude as for 
 substances consisting of nonpolar molecules. 
 Discontinuity in the dielectric oast could 
 not be detected for ethylene dichloride ven 
 at the temp. at which the study of crooling
9fiI~lt~mi~~ Vol. 13n No. 6 (1939)
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  curve has revealed the existence of a trnnsi-
  Lion .point. Perhaps above the transitiot point 
  one-dimensional ronttiar of nwleculcs in non-
  polar tins-form is takin„ plain aftectin~ the 
  dielectric most, in a negligible way. The 
  behaviour of cthylenc hlorobromide is Similar 
  to that of ethylene dichloride, there lining no 
  dielectric evidence of a transition i the solid 
  state. The mean molecular state in solid 
  coincides with the tins-position, in which the 
  molecule ispractically nou-polar owing w the 
  nearly same values of the two hood moments. 
  those of l: [:I and L-13r, oppoaitely directed 
  w each other. 9'hcrefore even i( the molecule 
  rotates as a whole, the dipole contribution 
  will not be olservable in the dielectric most 
  of the solid. Authors. 
  tzo. The molecular configuration of 
  diphenyl ether as revealed by dipole 
  moment data. K. I-lig:ui and S. Uym. 
  ]i1tl/. L'kem. bx. Jn/xru, 14, 8~-rot (t939L 
  =1'he Dipole moments of z.z'-dinitro-, z.z'-
  diiod o-, and z.z' dintethyl-diphenyl ethers 
  were measured iu Lenzeue and hexane solos. 
  nt z," and jo°. four isomers of dimethyl-
  diphenyl ethers were also studied in benzene 
  solo. at 30°. The results obtainedfur them 
  lead W the conclusiat that each benzene ring 
  ii perpendicular lrr the other ring in the 
  molecules mnsidereJ. Atithon. 
  tzt. IZaman spectra and the transition 
  point of diiodoethane. Y. t<torino and 
  H. Shimidu. .7. Clrenr. Sae. J¢)Nrn. 60,zt9 
  -zzt (r939)~ Raman spectra of t.y-rliiodo-
  ethnne are measured in soliJ state as well as 
  in solos. The Raman (reyuencies in thes~lid 
 are r3d(7)• j83Go), too3(j)• rtgr(6), and 
  zgjj(j). It is concluded that the molecular 
  form of C_H,Ir is the turns-form in solid stag. 
  'The rotational transition point is alsa decd. w 
  he }z6. ~°(:. kom tlrennal measurement
                             Authors.
  tn. On the transition points of 1.:~-
  dihalogenoethane. Y. Moriito. J. Chem. 
  Soc. J¢yrmr, 6lL zzz-zz6 (t93q)=Phe tran-
  sition points of i. z-dihalogcriuethane ore decd.
A BS'I'I:A CTSn G'C5 Vol. X1II 
Uy thermal measurement. 'I'hc results arc 
-6~ L fiir C,fI,1Cl., -za.~ L for ('.II,13r., 
and }z6. ~°C for C_I-I,1:. 't'hese transitions 
are attributed to the onset of onc~rlimensional 
rotation of the molecules in the crystal httice, 
the axis 1>cinr \-(:-C-S. Author. 
tz3. Selective solvation of LiCJ in 
mixed solvents. Experimental part. Y. 
Foba}•asbi, fi. 7:•rka nd Dl. Miura. ./. Sci. 
ITiroskima lhrir., A, 9, 33-jo (t939)•-
llensity at z~ (: has been detd. for mixt. of 
urea (0-.-36~-water, urethan (o^V3gyo)-tcater 
and for solos, of i.iCl (m=o.j) in [best. z 
mists., from n•hich the apparent molal volwnes 
(~~ of LiCI in the mired solvents have been 
calcd. While the decrease of ~~ iu E[OI{-
water mixt. (found in ]3uller's density data) is 
but slight up to au alcohol mntent alxwt 
40°0. f': in urea-water miU."increases rapidly 
u idt the couten[ of urea. The carve of ~: 
in urethan-water mix[. lust Vines down very 
slowly and then beans m rise and passes the 
slue in the pure water; thus the curve pre-
sent an Sshape. Theoretical part. Y. 
Kolny2sbi, iLid., 9, j1-fib (tg39).-The 
change in the aplnren[ nxtlal volume of LiCI 
in EtO1{-water, urea-water and urethan-water 
tnict. is discussed baring recourse to various 
phys. properties. such as compressibility. 
dielectric nmst., etc., of the miser) solvent. 
:1 conclusion is drawn alxwt the structure of 
soh•ate sbeath around Li'-ion in these 
solvents. :lalhors. 
tza• Absorption bands of metallic com-
plexes. V. Complex salts of transition 
elements lacking the first band. S 
Kashimoto mul R. 'Tsuchida. .T. Ckem. Sot. 
.Tapan, 60, 3x7-3jo (1739)•=1'he complex 
salt has generally two or more absorptirnt 
kmnds, the first of which has been auributal 
to electron transition iu the transition shell of 
the central ion. 't'he criterion for the existence 
of the first band, lherefdre, is tbat the central 
ion must be of a transition clement and, 
moreover, its trausilion shell must I>c unsnul. 
The theory bas been corroborated xptl. by 
shoving that the lust Ixtnd was not observed
9fi1~1t~mitt~ Vol. 13n No. 6 (1939)
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for K[A~(CN)]. 1{,[Cu(CDi),], K.[Zn(CN),] 
and K,CrO,. An app. has beer[ devised for 
prepg. solos. in air-tight space in order to 
avoid undesirable effect of elm. oxygen-
                            Authors.
rzj. Extended co-ordination theory. I. 
Configuration of simple compotindsof 
typical elements. I:. "I'suchida. Tadl. 
-Churn. Sac. Japan, 14, for-to6 (t939)•-
All the chemical linkages may be explained 
in teens of co-ordinate cos~alence. By as-
suming that molecules and radical ions arc 
built np b}•.m-ordinating molecules, ion: and 
electrons as ligands aruumi central canons, 
the configuration f all [he simple. as u•cfl :ts 
complex compounds mold he readily found. 
 For example, three neg. hydrogen ions and a 
pair of electrons are assumed to co-ordinate 
amend ayvinyuevalent ni rogen cation. Then 
the four ligands arc combined tetrahed rally 
 by the general rule of symmetrical awrdina-
tion, and the resulting t'on/igrmttion f NII, 
 is a~ pyramid containing an angle n( wq° he-
 tween tn•o N-ll lands, the actual value being 
 rob°. Nhen hvo neg. hydrogen inns :cod 
 hvu pairs of electrons are co-nrdinattviaround 
 a sexavalem ox}•gen kernel. the resulting 
 water molecule is V-shaped, the angle be-
 hveen ~ two 7~1-0 bonds being toy° for the 
 exptl. result of toj°. By coordinating three 
 bivalent oxygen ,anions ammul a sesav:dent 
 sulphur cation, we Have the planar molecrile 
 SU„ whereas a pyramidal configuration is 
 obtained for S0,' ion, in which four Ii~*ands, 
 i. e., [htee )»valent os}.gen. ions and a rair of 
 electruns,are concerned, Author. 
 t z6. On the thermoelectric properties 
 of• the supcrlattice alloy AuCu,. Z'. 
 Takagiand T. Saz3. Pt•oc. PGys: _ltath.Soc; 
 Japan, IIT, 21. _>gt-z58 (r 939)•-The change 
 of thermoelectric power of the superla[tice alto}' 
 AuCu;t was measured in the coarse of the 
 order-disorder transformation. The change 
 thus found is very conspicuous, and in .its 
 general tendene}• it bears very much resem-
 blance to the change of resisrivity in the 
 courseof this oansfumtntion. Some theoretical
t-Gnrervd and Pb~-s¢inl Clrcmietri• 181 
considerations were made adopting the Heady 
(ree electron models. Authors. 
tzy. On the determination of the 
viscosity by the torsional vibration. 
I. T. Okapa and iSI. ]l;tscgawa. Prx. 
Phys.-:llatfi. Sx. Japan, III, 2I, 3~7-3j3 
(i 939)-=The authors have shown [}rat, fqr 
the detn. of viscosity of a liyuid, one may 
make use of the iorsibnal vibration of a hollow 
cylinder filled sc ith the liquid u'hosc viscosity 
is W be deid. and suspended axially at the 
center of its upper liase b}' means of an elastic 
string. As the vibration is of the damped 
one, see can measure the logadthmic decre-
ment and thence deduce the coeff. of viscosity 
according to the fixmulae which one of the 
authors had ohritined (iLirl., III. 16, z68 
(tg36)). Bp thin methal, the authors have 
measured the coeff. of viscosity of a kind of 
gasolene at carious temps. (r,°•~-33'C) and 
found that. even for the mist. of liquids 
n'hose constituents possess the diHeren! temp. 
of evaporation, as the case of gasolene, the 
Andrade formula ,u=-4e°!r~ (!t; viscosity, R: 
aLtsolule temp. of gasolene, :1, B : certain 
moos.) is also valid for any temp. lower than 
the lowest emp. of evaporation which some 
of [hc constituents shows. Authors. 
 t zS. The re-measurement of the con-
centration of heavy hydrogen i» 
ordinary water. 'T. I\Iorita and T. Titani. 
Bull. Ckeve..5br. Japan, 13, ;tg-qz6 (rg38). 
-Tn electrol}'sing ordinaiy water, oxygen 
having the same isotope mmposifiov as 
ordinary scoter svgs preptl. Ivy repealed use of 
the s'ime lectrolyte solo. ~lrith light hydrogen 
it sans toured int6 light water, whose density 
seas compared with the original ordinary eater. 
Thus the mncn. of henry hydrogen i ordinan• 
 water was calm. to he D : H=r : fi.zootzoo. 
This value holds good for both the drinking 
water of Osaka and that of Cambridge, illass., 
 LJ. S. A. J. C. L. 
 rzq. The velocity of the exchange 
reactionof thehydrogen atomsbetween 
 hexoses and water. Iv1. Koizumi and T.
lss 
Titani. Hull. Chem. Sbe. Jayan, 13, -tz7-;35 
(tg33).-In order to exazu. the velocity of the 
exchange rctction of the hydrogen atoms he-
[aveeu the OlI radical 'present in -organic 
compels. and water, the following cxpt. were 
earned out on grape sugar; b'ui[ sugar, gly-
cerin, glyml, etc. 't'hese sulxsLlnces were 
dissolved in heavy water. 'hhe conch. of 
heavy hydrogen present inthe sohr. thus made 
was metsurerf al carious intervals. It aas 
Found that the velocity of [he exchange r ac-
tion for all these substances w•as o large, 
independent of the nature of each snln., that 
the reaction ended in r min. The distribution 
cceff. of heavy hydrogen hetweeu hesoses and 
water was fiwnd a, be a=t.tg. The practical 
rneff. is expected to be less than the value. 
                            J. c. r_
t3o. The exchange reaction of the oxy-
gen atoms between water and some 
organic compounds. (Preliminary re-
port). AL Koizumi grid T.'1'ilaui. Bu!!. 
Ckcnt. Sac. .Tal,a,,, 13, 46;-;6; (n)33).-
Using hotvp oxygen, the reaction i  question 
vvas tudied. "1'he roults oMaincd were as 
fOIIOR'S 
  Sulstance I?xptl. "11me '1'Ire                 temp. (lir.) numher* 
Glucose too° 0^-3 t 
Bcnzaltlchydc r to° t--z t 
Benzoic aciJ r3o° rig t 
Phenol too° z;~;8 ~t 
Succinic acid r3o° t _ 
                                 z~-5 ;
1\Ialeic acid too° zo-4; 4 
Fumaric acid roo° 3^•~5 z 
Phthalic acid too° zo ~t 
Terephthnlic aciil too° zo Q 
(~. The number indicates the eschangcahle o 
contained in one molecule.) Concemiug the 
result, some preliminary mnsiderrtions are 
given. J. L. I_ 
rat. A new formula of dilution. T. 
Yoriiaka. Oanka Igakukai7.aeshi, 37, r84y-
t856 (r938).-A new simple device is pro-
posed, which enablesone tomake any desired
A 1iSTRACTS
i
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diluted solo. of ~% tram a given mncd. one 
of py. Representing the sp. gr. of the latter 
by d, the volume cc of the given solo. re-
yuired fix the prepn_ of taog. solo. of x% 
is Gs where G=too/pd and that of water to 
be addnl is P(p-.) where p=too/p, Both 
G and I'' hein~ l:nopm, it is simple for one 
to mal:e n table of reytiired quantities of the 
given solo. and water for carious dilutions. 
\I'eigLing is nol regnirecl at all Author. 
r3z. The exchange reaction of the 
oxygen atoms between some inorganic 
negative ions and water (A preliminary 
report). T. Titnni anrl' K. 6:ot8. -litedl. 
Client. Sue. Jarun, 13, h6,-(G8 {tg38): 
~Vhem heavy water containing heavy oxygen, 
in which such a neutral salt as ]{,SO, or 
ATaCIOi has been dissolved, is bested to So° 
or too°, no exchange r action of the ozygen 
atoms is observed. In the case of such an 
acid salt as I{li_A„Ca or KI-1 PU„, an es-
changc reaciinn takes place al room tent p:~ 
too° : the oxygcii atoms present in an aciJ 
salt is completely replaced by those of water. 
Even w~Len a small am[. of KHSO, or HCI 
is addctl [o the above-mentioned utral salt. 
an exchange reaction takes place. it is pro-
hahledrat this catalt~tic a tion of I I is caused 
by the fitnnation of the &ee acid molecules 
produced by Ii' and by the eachange r action 
henceen this I-I and the water molecules. 
                         ]. c. rw 
t33- The isotopic eachange reaction of 
gaseous ozygen. III. The exchange 
reaction between oxygen and water 
vapour by copper oxide. T. il[orila and 
'1'. Tit•,uti. I3rdl. Clrem. Snc..lrs7ian, 13, 6gfi 
~'h7 Itg38).=I'he exchange r action i  ques-
tign with copper oxide used as the catalyst 
was studied. The exchange reaction took 
place slightly at temp. below 6jo°C and 
remarkably al 6jo-~jo°C and completely 
above y5o°C. In order to clarifc the catalytic 
mechanism of thisreaclion the isotopic-ex-
change reaction of ozygen between oxygen 
and -atpper oxide and also between water 
vapour and copper oxide was exund.:in the
(1939)
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fomter case no exchange r action took place 
even at qoo°C ; in the latter rise the exchange 
reaction took place at the s;tme temp. and the 
temp. change of the exchanged amt. is similar 
to that of the rc~.ction between mygen and 
.eater vapour Judging from this and the (acts 
that copper oxide does not adsorb oxygen but 
does water vapour so well and also that the 
oxide tends to he reduced at high tent ps, it 
is concluded tbat the exchange reactiot iu 
question is caused by the action of the inter-
mediate compd. produced in the reaction he-
hvicen water caponr and nipper oxide and 
the ruer,f reaction depends on its dttomp>si-
tion. J. C. T.. 
t3;. Studies onthe oiliness of liquids. 
VI. Measurements of the kinetic fric-
tion. coefficients by the method of 
sliding velocity: 'I'. S.unki. I;nll. Cheer. 
Soe. .)span, 13. t3.t-tqt (t938).-111casure-
ments of the kinetic friction coefL were made 
to stuiiy the oiliness of liquids. '1'Le mcthed 
consists of the obsereation f the sliding veto-
city o(a slider on au inclined surface Inbri-
rated witb thr. liyiiid to h. [steal. Spatial 
app. was constructed to measure the sliding 
velocity. It is Confirmed that the I: ihetic 
friction cocfl: is generally independent of the 
velocity over the range of the expt. (up to 
about too cm./sec.), and [he (olLnving eaµia. 
[ion holds. 
 
• tan B-(,izSe-+/zS,)- r= sec 0=rah 
9 
where v is the mean velociq• of the slide on 
the surface u( the inclination 0. The above 
equation lacks the viscosity temL s,t the ccnt-
ditions of the bowniarv lubiicattun are •cno-
sidered to be satisfied. The kinetic friction 
coeffs. of glycerin, aliphatic ]tydru-Carbons, 
aliphatic almhols, acetic acid, and water wore 
measured. Ruth,.r. 
t3;. The detection of ultra-short 
waves by an ionized gas tube. 1'. 
1141}'a»mra. Rr[ll. Tlevlrotccle. 7.aG., :1, zzr-
zzz(t939)•-Va.ious papers bane already dealt 
w•iththe high-frequency chamcteris6s of ion-
r-CoKrnl rzud Pkj~mnl C/rcmirtry Ia1 
ized gas tubs and their application to the 
modulation of micro-wavs and ultra-short.. 
wms. The author thought of a new methrni 
of using such a tube as a detector. 'I'bis 
method consists in first causing a too-volt 
mm~ lamp Qo be called hem. an ionized 
detector). hm•ing a spiral electrode. to dis-
charge by connecting to i[ a suitable s_ries 
resishtnce unit a voltage s,xtrce. and then con-
necting a suitable parallel-liar. (eerier to the 
terminals of the detector. If the ultra-short 
wave input through this lint ut the ionized 
detector is varied, the rliscbarging current will 
also carp. "This t~ariatinn s c.trly line;tr, and 
hence it is seen that the tnl+c utay be used 
fur detection. 'fhe actual measurements were 
conducted at Ia3 megacycles. :1. receiver 
using this detecor was built, nod waves were 
received from mr oscillator modulated at tooo 
cycles. The resuhs were 6tirly good. The 
question of how le:ssible the ionizctl detector 
is, cannot Ix clearly answereJ until further 
research is pert rmeal. Since the detector res-
p,mse will vary witL the structure of the 
electrode. itsmaterial, the kind of gas enclosed 
in the tub_, and the pms., investigations mmt 
be carried out In de[. how ths° factors should 
Ix` chosen w gire optimum characteristic. 
13sides the spiral electrode, tests were ala+ 
conducted oo parallel .plane lectrode arul a 
small type of detector hills during the expt., 
but it tc;ts lound that the tube containing the 
spiral clectro Ic slirnced the best chameteristic. 
It is also conceivable that there is a re{ation-
ship between the fra•~uency of the applied 
wave and the }ms preag. for optiumm detector 
response. 'I'bis detector is believed to be also 
e(fecticc in the micro-wave mgioa. ,luthor. 
t36. A method for observing the dis, 
tribution of lines of magnetic force 
through the Faraday effect: the mag-
neto•optical method. '1'. Takei and 1'. 
llosino. .7. 1•.7rclraeheta. :Ix oc. Japan. 7. 
tzt-tz5 (t939)~ A magnarroptical device 
fix oluerring thin l+amday elfcc[; involving the 
" llichrotn " ptlarizing plate combined with 
the satd. water solo. of li_Hgh andarmngerl
9fi1~1t~mi~~ Vol. 13n No. 6 (1939)
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with a suitable system, is described. The 
device permit the photographical or eye-
obsen~atiun of tha distribution of lines of 
magnetic form qn a a>naiderahly wide area. 
7-his 1>Ling charnctcrizetl by its cxtremly dec-
rease<l thickness-in romp:visnn with the cusdr 
man. exptl. app. fin nreasuring the Faraday 
effect. nn obsen~atkm of the magnetic field 
confined to the narrow space is also possible. 
The general cunsidemtion  the construction 
of this magne[r.nptirnl device and the pholu-
gmpbing method arc given, showing the 
magneto•optical photographs obtained by the 
present durice. Author;. 
t3y. Studies on the oiliness of liquids. 
V. Lubricants consisting of two or 
three chemical compounds. H. Akamatu. 
73u11. Chcn1. Soe..lapars, 13, n7-t33 (1938)• 
-The static Luundary frictions were measured 
when crone binary or ternary mitts. were 
placed on the glass surfaces. l9re results 
suggest thu: (i) the friction is g6vemed by 
the surfues with arlmrlxvl layer cif luhrirnni. 
and (ii) the power of redncigg friction depends 
upon the individual molecular constitution of
the molecules n•hich arc ulsnrl>ed preferenti;Dly 
by the friction surface. rather than the stabi-
lity of the film: Selective adsorption by the 
glass surface was invesliq:rled, and some ex-
amples are reported. :luthr. 
rg8. The investigation of thin films of 
celluloscderivatives by election diffrac• 
tion (A preliminary report). J. liakinoki. 
Proe. P/,ya:.l/stk. Soa JaFnn. III, 2L G6-7y 
(rggq).=1'o the analysis of the electron dif-
fraction patterns produced with the films of 
colbdion and nitro-cellulose is applied the 
method of analysis fur thcgas diffraction. amt 
it is fiund thatthe patterns are produced b}• 
complex arrangement of molecular chains. 
                          yc.f_ 
t;y. A .molecular compound of FeCI, 
extracted by- ether from hydrpchloric 
acid solutions. S. Katt3 and F, Ishii. b'ei. 
Papers Inst. Pkyx. (7~eut. heaearely 36, Sa-
 ]i S' RATSt. Vol. XIII 
96 (r939)•-FY cheat. metlwd as well. as the 
oF>senation of abso.ption spectra, the following 
conclusions have been reached in reganl to 
the tunditkms, miler which ferric chloride is 
extrteled from its hydrochloric a id, solo. by 
ether in a farm of molecular compd. (t) ]t 
is surmised that undisaxiated nwlecules of 
FeCls exist in iu solo. in bydrochktde acid of 
S,t;o ur s~, and drat the number of such 
molecules increases with the increase of cnncn. 
of acid. (zJ. Scdns. of Fetaa in hydrochloric 
acid of shout 3-5 ~V give an effect of nurle-
cular field to the FeCI„ and the ef[ect in-
creases with the increase of cnncn. of IICI, 
its max. Icing reached at about y \', :1t 
morns. higher than 7•~r the effect decreases. 
(3) Thus 7~V is regarded as uptimilm cnncn. 
ftr [he extraction of 1+eCl, h}• ether.- (;) Ab-
sorption slxe[ra given by the ether extract of 
FeC'I, arc very similar to those given by-a 
solo. of FcCI, in coned. (alwut ta.)`) hydro-
chloric acid. This fact sul,•I;csts that he nmle-
cular compd. extracted by ether contains at 
least a molecular group indicated hq FeCI,• 
HCI•31-I,O. Since the molecules of HCI and 
FeCI, must he arranged in such a waY that 
Heir dipole moments arc ntntually reduced, a
Di;igmm may he given x•hich shows the prc>-
ktble structure. Three molecules of H,O will 
he arranged nnc by one on the three planes 
Dent. by Fe(:I'CI=, FeC1=C;W, and Fe(:1'CI' 
t+sp.. hco hydrogen atoms of II.O being 
situated nrar d1e two CI atoms, and one oxygen 
atom ne.'tr the Fe atom. (j) Investigation by 
chem. method has shown that the constimtirm 
of the compd. in yuesiiun is represented by the 
fonuuta, x(FeCIz~HCiJ-I-9SLU}t5(C.Hs)_O. 
In the method. the gradual decrease in 
the weight of ether extinct by slwv evaltom-
tiun, and the compn. of residual rolns. at 
various teps of evaporation lmvc Ueen detd. 
                                   />.llth015.
t;o. On the thermal conductivity of 
liquid. I. Osida. 1'roc. Plrya: Dlatk Sce. 
.Tapxiv. III, 2l, 3ii 35fi (1939)•-'flaking the 
assmnplion that a molecule in a liquid hu 
Degrees of freedom corresponding to its tmrts-
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latialal and rotational motion and that an electrode in the solo. of an electrolyte have 
ener!;y of 1;T/? (k is I3oltzmann's most. and keen carried oat mainly nn the micrrrcrystals• 
'1' the absolute temp, 0f the molecule) is dis- of metals deposited 0n the cathode. In the 
tribute) to each freedom, and also that the present expt. the author examd. the micnr 
energy is transferred by tl+e mllision hehceen crystals of silver liroroide lector-deprited nn
the molecules when there is a temp. difference the anode silcer plate in a n•ater sedn. potas-
in the liquid, the author calcd. the cnnduc- slum bromide. It o•as f>uud [liar the anxrngti 
tivity IC : K=3.r X to '("Prn'~)/(i\I'=V'') cal. went of the miero-crystals is largely affected 
em.-~ deg.-' where •Pm is the ahs<rhtte temp. by the c~istcnce of acid ur alkali in the subt. 
of bl. f'., 1\I the mldecuhar weigh[ and V the ~ .\uthor. 
molecular volume. Coot paring the results 
o•itb the exptl. values, the eaten. is considered rqz. ]:yxtended co-ordination theory of 
to be satisfattory• if the simplicity of the theory valeneF. (TI) Configuration of carbon 
is 4•tk~n i to account. j.l:.f.. compounds- 1L Tsuchi~la. This.Joumal l3, 
                                     3~-at (1939)• 
lqt. Arrangement of the micro-crystals 
of silver bromide electrodeposited on tq3. Extended co-ordination theory of 
the anode silver plate. & Shintadzu, valency. (III) Valence bonds in carbon 
Qakujilu Kyoho, 14, zto-ztg (tg3q).-\-t:•ry compounds. P.. 'I'suchida :un] N. lioba-
s[udics: on sulstances electro-rleposited on the yashi. This Journal, 13: Gt-7~ (tq~9), 
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t qq. The absorption spectrum of co-
loured solutions of inorganic salts. II. 
K. Ilarai. J. Chenr. b'oc. Japan, 59, 89y-
9m hg3S).-\l•'ith respect o the :alcoholic 
solos. of chlorides of rare earth merds, such 
as Pr, Nd, Sm and Er, the absorption spectra 
at -80° were measured in the range behvicen 
aluu[ yoooA and 33ooA. Comparing the 
results obtained n•ith those nt room temp, it 
n•as found that there was no splitting in the 
absorption hind of Pr, but many tine splittiq;~., 
in those of Nd, Sm and Er. J.C.L. 
t45- High terms of Paschen series in 
hydrogen and deuterium. 11. Nagaoka 
and T. Dlishima. Prac. bnpr. 4carl.. 14, 53 
-gG (rg38).-The Yaschen series of hydrogen 
and heavy hydrogen were studied with respect 
to Che luminosity cm•ves of high terms, such 
as m=z3---z7 though with some doubt about 
peaks higher than zq. The influences of the 
mys due to such impurities as oxygmr and
the second order raps of hydrogen, dilbcuhics 
in detecting these influences and the advantages 
acid disadvantages of polar or non-polar 
electric discharge are discussed and compared 
•,vith the results obtained h_c .astronomical 
observations, J.C.L. 
tqG. The exchange r0action between 
oxygen and the water vapour or car-
bonic anhydride in the presence of 
platinum. T. lUorita and T. Titani. Boll. 
Chem. Sbe. Ja7xrrt, 13, 357-370 (193Q)~ 
CO, and the water vapour, being mixetl with 
electrol}aic oxygen obtaincrl Gom the ordinary 
water,. were passed over platinum asbestos r 
a platinum +virc at various temps., and the 
exchange r action hehveen the hydrogen isoto-
pes were examd. When platinum asbestos 
was used as n rttal}•st. the amt. of the. es-
eschange ,is very small below goo°C:, and 
suddenly increases a[ q0o°-Soo C,. until it 
reaches a max. above 5oo"C. Both. dre-water
(1939)
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vapour and c:ulanic anhrdridc make the 
exchange of almost he same degree at the 
same temp. In the terse of a platinum wire 
used as a catalyst, he amt. of the reaction is
far smaller than in the. case of platinum 
asbestos, which nmy beascribetl to the size 
of thesurLtce area. The.amt. offie exchange 
reaction i  the presence of platinum asbestos 
Las no relation to the anixing ratio of the 
w;trcr vapour b oxygen over a wide range. 
From these facts and the fact that the min. 
temp. (about +o~°(:) at which the exchange 
reaction is ohs•rn•erl is the sane as that at 
which dtc secondary activate;) adsorption of 
oxygen by platinum starts, it was concluded 
that the semndary aclivaterl adsorption Iry 
platinum plays an important role in the ex-
change reaction between oxygen-and the 
water vapwr. J.C.L. 
t+,. Direct photographic impression of 
cosmic ray in magnetic field. T. '1'ake-
uchi and T. Sugiht. IS•or. Phyx.,.llal&..Sir. 
.Tapan, III, l0. zze-azz (tg3S) z Jigs.-Ity 
means of a ~1'ilsxm chamtxr and an elector 
magnet, cun•inG of cosmic radial iuu in 
ma~metic field was investi,?:rtcvi by several 
ph}•sieist,. Brat for the fiat time direct 
photographic impression f curred tracks w•as 
successfiilly obtained by the present autho;s. 
The special sensitive plates wcre~ placed ver-
tically bshveen tlic poles of a N:tgm>ka 
electromagnet excited by n current of strength 
tj .1, the polar distance icing +.~ cm. :\ 6 
crrt block of Icad° was placed to cnr'alnt•e 
the poles. After about t/p month, they were 
developed and examd. by a microscope of
raga »ficntion 300. The authors measured 
these curvetb tracts generateil Icy cosmic 
rulia[ion anif (uund that they mrrespnuled 
to energy of about bb,ooo e-V and Icss. In 
addition to lbc alwve-mentionai tracks. there 
were alert seen straigh6 ones, captble of 
penetrating the thick Iced block. Autlrors. 
t48• Quantum mechaniral resonance 
and internal rotation. S.)VIizushimamul M. 
I~uho. Eudl. Chcrr4 Sbc. ,7apan, 13, r7+-
t8t Qg38).-The dielectric onsts. of the
A BST RACI'S
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vapwrs of meth}•I acetate, methyl cblorofor-
mate, and eth}•I ciloro(onnale were measured. 
The [crop. dependence ofdipole moments of
thes^ compds. was discussnl from fhc sttnd-
point of Ibe effect of single bond-double bond 
rescnnnce nprm ibe iuiemal rotation. In acids 
and esters tic strong carboxylic resonance 
imparts the double I>i~nd character iuthe C-O 
hoed of the actual "mesomeric" molecule 
to such an extent hat practically dte com-
plete .inhibition of the intemal motion is 
icalizerl at ordinary temp. while replacement 
of Lydrogen of H-000R iy chlorine or 
tire4roxyI Group grc-ttly reduces ibis double 
LL<uul character, su that the internal oscillatory 
tgtation of finite mnpliwde cm take place 
alxeut the C-0 bond as axis. Authors. 
ea9• On the theory of dielectric con-
stant of gases under high pressures. 
3I. liulxi. Rn11. Chcnr..Soc...lafxiu, 13, t6~ 
-t%3 (t'y33).=1'he r petition amt completion 
of the theory which was already repurterl. 
{Sci. PrtpCe•x Li l. Pb,rpa. Chanr. liev:m•r.L,L7, 
z9 (r93g)) J.c.r_ 
tso. Tables of the density and the 
kinetic viscosity coefficient of the air. 
i. 'I'ani and K. Isii. .7. aeronarelical liexearrh 
Lest.1'rlkyf, Iwp. Uuin., 165. z5o-z~i (r933)+ 
-The t:11ucs of thedensitp and kinetic cis-
casity coeffs. were calcd. "fhc temp. amt press.. 
ranges were -to°~-+o° :md ~+o~7i 5~ mm resp. 
The rle»sity p was calcd. acmrrlinG to 
"Pamaru's uGge`tan, and the ciscwity coefl: 
p was tram the following expression : /<_ 
o.ooooctSze{tto.aoz76(t-rj)}kq./m'. from 
these values the kinetic viscosity cceff. was 
obl:tinerl. J.C.L. 
 tar. The influence of kaolin and por-
eelain clay on °the equilibrium of 
hydrogen ion. F. Yoshida and F. Iliroki. 
 I:ydo Furi(xa. Ika Daigaku, 1'L, RSz-S88 
 (tg3y).=1'he influence- of kaolin and porcc-
 lain clay rm the aluil. of the hydrogen ions 
of HCI anal NaOIJ n•as examd. by the 
 methal of hydrogen Gas electrode. it was 
. found Burt kaolin made II combine in 1ICI.
(1939)
  lQn. fi a-:Ilamrc Strrrdruz, 
 giving no influence on AraOLI, while porcelain 
 clay made OII' combine in NaO FI, giving 
 nn influence on I~1CI. To the I-I tnmbina-
 tion of kaolin and the OII' combination of
 porcelain clay is Fremtdliclis adsorption 
 isrrthcrm applicable. J.C.L. 
 t5z. The cathode-laminescence of 
 luminescent aluminium otride. F.. Avas?. 
 .5i~i. !'re7+erx LtxG I'hyx. C/gene. Iieeearc/i, 34, 
 i6i-774 (t938). (ht several specimens of 
 natural aluminium oxide minerals from Japan 
 as \vcll as from foreign countries. the lumi-
 nescence under the excitalmn by Ct[hOde m)'S 
 was exanxl. 5pectrrgraphical studieswere 
 made on the cathndrluminr•scence xhibited 
 by srmrc specimens of Ja(xlnese mnmdunt. 
 As the specimens of rubs• from Nonh Carolina 
 exceed any other in the hrighatess of lumi-
 neseeuce, so its emissions given by lxrth the 
 rnthode ra,vs- and the ultr:u•iolet raps-excila-
 tion and its light-transmissionwere investigatal 
 in snots details. ,Gone of the emission bands 
 here obsen•cvl have not yet been retrnded by 
 any former investigators. On the luminifernus 
 synthesised materials, AI,O, Iii. AIeU, U, 
 :11.0, Cm, :\Id)i DLa and .\I_O, Cr, there 
 o•ere alx+ cxannl. the influence; of the 
 contra. of activation and the r.+lcination temp. 
 upon the colour of cathode-luminescence. 
                             Author. 
 t93. Image made by R•rays radiated 
 from a crystal surface. T. Fujisvam and 
 I. Takcshita. .7. ,Sci- Hirwshinea Unir., A, 
 8, zg7-3oz (Ig33).-C.nsting the Ii,,z B-rays 
 of Cu and %n, which xvere radiated from the 
 same point of the muieuhrtdc, on (too) of 
 NaCh an interference image made by the 
 reflected rays (a similar one obtained by H. 
 Seenlan: .I rut. PLyx. 7. 633 (t93o)) is dis-
 cnssed. J.c.l.. 
 t j4. The velocity distribution in an 
 atomic beam and the free path as a 
 function of velocity. Ar. Sasaki :and a\~i. 
 Ful:utln, I'rce. Iugt. .4cnd., 19, t66-tfig 
 p938).-A beam of sodium atoms u'as sent. 
 through rot inhunwgeneous magnetic field
Radlodrer
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nisfrl. mrd P/mfoe/nairfry 7R7 
(Stern-Gerlach). The intensity distributiorc f 
the velocity spectrum thus produced was 
measured kith a hat tungsten filament The 
result shows a deviation from the Maxwell 
velocity distribution law, slower atoms being 
dcfidenl. 1'hc deviation was explained 
quantitatively b  flaking into account he 
scattering effect <Ive to the sodium vapour 
cloud formed in (root of Ote furnace slit 
                           Authors.
t5;. The mean free path in gases con-
tained in a vessel. 111. S.tim. ./. /ad. 
E[e~ ISu7. Jn)wtt, 59, zit-z33 (t939)~ 
The author con+idered how the mean free 
path (I) in gses cotttained in a vessel must 
be mrxiified as compared a•itli that (F) in the 
fret space and caled. the matn free path of 
electron moving to a certai~t direction in a 
gas fille~l vessel, which was geometrically 
simple, as follows: 
  (t) between ta•n par.dld plates t cm apart, 
            r
I _'. 
  (z) Ite[.eeen lwn coaxial cylinders, 
   (a) when nerving fromthe inner (radius 
      R,) to the outer (radius R,}. 
         _ zF(R.F) 
   (h) when moving from [he outer to the 
        inneq 
        ~-~~ E N                 (120 -it{) 
 1'he chore relations are discussed with 
respect o many cun~es and the case of con-
centric spheres also described. Author. 
t56. Electron density and intcratomic 
distances in tetragonal pentaerythritol. 
I. Nitta and 1'. \Vatanabe. Sri, Tapcrx bra. 
Phyx. G'hcnt. Research, 34, 16C>q-1680 (n)38). 
-By uss of Gt /: radiation filtered through 
Ni and i\to li filtered through-"/.rOr and. SrU, 
oscillation, rohuiou and powder photogrnphs 
were taken of pentacrythritol. The photo•
(1939)
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metered intensities of the (hk0) and (le0n 
rc0ectians were utilized in the Nourier synthesis 
of the electron densiq•. Contour maps were 
prepcl. for the projection of the electron 
density distribution upon (oor) and (oto). 
The obtained atomic parameter arc: x=o, 
y=o. z=o far the c^_ntml C; z=o.rGo, y= 
o.rz8, z=o.roo for the meth}•Ienic C; and 
x=o.;tz, y=o.?a8,.z=aooz for the hydroxyl 
O atoms. The intemtomic I>,mrl distances 
arc: G-C, r.53 A.; C-0. t.ai :\.; U-(Ii)-O, 
ayo e1. The valence angles are : GCFG(x), 
c, cll,(h), tro°; Lcn,(a). c, crl.(c). coq°; 
Lc. c11,. o. to8°. LcTT,(a), o(a). o(b}, 
nG;°; LCH_(a); O(a). n(c), rgq;°; this shrnes 
nearly a tetrahedral distribution of the methv-
Icnic Caroms about he central C. The foot) 
contour map indicates the deformation f the 
electronicclouds of O atoms, being presumabl}• 
direct evidence of hydrogen brid),m formation. 
                              :\uthars.
rgy. Photographic apectrolrhotometry 
o[ a continuous spectrum. '1'. :\zunm. 
:llazrla I. enkya Jiho, 14 3r-u~t (n);y): 
The photographic speclrnpboArmelq• of a 
Canlinuous pectrum is carzied out a; fnl-
laas: (t) Taking Dlazda ;{as GIIe.I optical 
pyrometer s4andanl lamp lightal at color 
temp. zBooF as the s4andanl, its spectrum 
with intensity marks indicated by a steppc+l 
nectar or a gradation filter placed before the 
slit was tnkrn and the micro-photontetric 
curves at .each step were superposed taking 
care to bring the wave lemghths together, 
while the microphoWmelric curve ul' the 
spectrmn of a test lamp (in this case the 
luminescent spectrum of a sulphide phosphor) 
taken on the same photographic plate lty 
the same xposure is superposed also on them. 
(z) The relative spectral intensity curves of 
the test lamp were cakd. and plotted a>suming 
the intensity at each nave length of the stan-
dard lamp as tco, making very small cumber 
of rnlibmlions iri view of the undulation of 
the curve. (3) The relative spectral energy 
distribution f the west' lamp expressed in term 
of normal spectrum is obtained by multiply-
ing the relative intensity at each w:we length
   ' RACTS
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with the relative spectral energy of black 
bod}• at z8oo°K. Furthemtorq there arc dis-
ctrssed the imporimu esprl. factor :- (i) 
condition bf noting the intensity marks with 
the Hilger stepped sector, (z) minimiiing of 
the errors caused by the lens chromatisms !>y 
tTe use of diffused silica glass. Author. 
ts3. The variation of .intensities of 
spectral lines with the direction of 
observation in the Stark effect, h. 
liubota. .Sr:i. I'u/tcrs Irwl. Plsys. Clrcnn. 
Research, 36. 7-t r (r939)•-The relative 
intensities of speclml lines in theLeeman. or 
Stark effect arc well known both from the 
espll. and theoretical paints of view, eQten 
the}' are olsen•ed pamllcl or perpendicular to 
the direction of the field (logeiludinal- or 
transversal-elCeeQ. however, as to the case 
when the direction of the observation is not 
parallel or perpendicular to the field, (here 
has been very little work done. Lt the p:e-
seiu paper, the author proposed an expressimt 
fiir intensity at :ut arbitrnry angle and mm-
psred it witb qie exptl. results got by Lr~ 
Snrdo tube having a rotating acis. 
                            Awlwr.
t5q. On the Stark effect of Ne II 
spectrum. 1'. Ishida, T. Tamum, and G. 
Kamijima. .S'ri, l'apera Imrt. Pley.=. Chem. 
Re.?emrh. 36, t z-3o (t q;q).-The spectrum 
of iVe II was mcasared lirst by ?\lerton. Later 
L. ]31och, L•'. 131och, and Dejardin measured 
more lines extending toultra-violet; heir data-
were classified by de Bruin and 1{ichlu on 
the assumption of T.S-coupling. De Bruin 
rnntinued the mtalvsis further and decd. the 
absalute term values. Rydc measured the 
Stark effect of the lines in the violet range 
and classified some of 5f-configuration. Using 
the beryllium cathode in Lo Surdo quartz 
tube; the wtbars Lave inrestiga[ed the Stark 
effect of this spaclrum and fount many lines 
emitter) by 3d-m transitions. The Stark effects 
of [he line9 of this rnlegory behave similar to 
chit of helium. As to the coupling,thelow•er 
configurations seem to obey the normal coup-
ling, tehile, as n increases, they seem to
9fi1~1t~mi~~ Vol. 13n No. 6 (1939)
No. li rafwne~ Slrra4ire, 
follow jj- coupling. Luitlen4111y, the authors 
have evaluated the absolute term values. 
                             :luthars.
tfo. Chemical studies by means of 
molecular beams. VII-VIII. A method 
of measuring the intensity of Potas-
sium atomic beams with an incandes-
cent tungsten ~snrface. (1-2). K. Ko;lem. 
Bull. Chem. floc. Jmjxin, 14, 774-tzt• t;t-
rq] (tg39).-The surface ionization detector 
nF atomic beams was studied, in which a 
tungsten ribbon was vse•rl in place n( a fine 
lilamen [. Atoms of the beams were con-
densed nn the cold rihlnn surface and the 
deposit was flashed. The e?apomted ions by 
(lashing were measured Ly a ballistic galvana 
meter. It has been proved that the method 
is cviellent in measuring very attenuated 
beams of large cross sections. I3esides, [he 
behaviour of adsorbed potassium atoms nn 
the tungsten surface .vas studied and dre 
(nlbtcing results have Irecn obtained :-'l tic 
ribbon surftce is uniform for the ionization of 
potassimn awms '1'o erapnmte he adsorlrot 
atoms as ions, the riblx?n must be Leafed 
alxree Soo°C. lVLem lLe surface cones. of 
adsorbed gloms is Imlow o.o~ of chat of 
monoatomic layer, the mm`?lete ionization s 
effected by (lashing. The ton izitlion efficiency 
of the azlwrhed atoms by (lashing as a func-
tion of the surftce antes. is found to 6e in 
good agreement with the calm. one. 1'he 
adsorbed atoms begin to migrate nn the 
surface when heated to ;ao°-goo`C. .1 simple 
method of detg. the heat of activation of the 
surfine migration is proposed. :l uthor. 
 tlit. On nuclear force. T. Takeuli. Gnku-
jiht liyohu, 1•l, my (t939).-from the authors 
new idu-t which was used in calcg. the mats 
of yuknn, a for4mla of beta-disintegration 
 eas obtained. :\uthor. 
 tGz. Photographic demonstration of 
 uranium fission. "I'. Takeuti. I3eell. Tokyo 
 Unirs Eng., $ z8j-z8ti_ (t939).-It was 
shown by direct photographic impression that 
utanyl acecttc irradiate.) by 7-ntys of radium
Fndinrhrr of#ry m:d P/rarodmmi.rfry 760 
sulphate was partially converted [nan element 
of Icss radioactivity and, when bomharcled 
withphoto-nuclcar neutron, it gave long tracks 
of emitted particles during the fission, 
                            Author,
~G3. The promoter and supporter. V. 
Change of the active surface of a 
cntalyst by adding a promoter and 
supporter. S. Tutami. .l. Chem. .Soc. 
.lrsyaa, 59. 593-895 (t93S).-In the runction 
(I), CO+H.~13enzine and in the liydrogena-
tinn of CFHfi (11), the effuct of the amt. of 
Cr and kiesagnhr added to Ni on die activity 
of a \ri-Cr catalyst is esanul. and mmpvcrl 
with the unse of a ]Yi-AI catdys;. (i) In reac-
tion (1) the most favourable ratio of Ni : Cr 
kicselguhr is too: 7.j : jo and ~ the catalytic 
activity is higher than that when the ratio of 
Ivi:~\l,O,:kieselguhr u tao:ro:tw. In 
ru••tctinn ([I) the result is reverse. (ii) The 
pn,moter and supporter serve w keep the 
reducing metal from melting half a[ High 
reduction temps .\ relatively large anti. of 
the supporter is required as comparal with 
that of the pronwter. (iii) In reaction (I) the 
ratio of Ni nr the most f.•tvoumble :unt...f 
I;ieselguhr is z : t, w9tile in reaction (II) it is 
 t : jo. This may be cucrilxvl to the difiercnce 
1?etween the magnitmle of tkte CO molecule 
and t}tat of IIIC CFHfi and to the difference 
 beuveen the kinds of these hvo reaction. "I•he 
reduction of C~IIs is a true hydmgenation, 
 while the rcductinn of CO is a reaction similar 
to that of a /rce radical-.hydrocarbon. I  
 dw latter case, n meCtl carbide is Conned as 
 an intermediate product and then such radicals 
 as CH°. CII_= and CI1, ;arc fornted. 
                          ].cr_
 
t 6a. Excitation of the Ralmer and 
 Paschett series of hydrogen and heavy 
 hydrogen by eleetrodeless discharge. 
 ll. Na~aoka nd T. Tlisinta. rSCi. Prspcrs 
 Grat. Phye. Clrent. heseorcly 3~t: q3t-956 
 (t938).-Through ydrogen orheavy hydrogen 
 kept in a tube tj cm. in diameter and too 
 ctn. in length, electrotleless discharge zs
9fil~it~tnitt~ Vol. 13n No. 6 (1939)
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passed by means nF an exciLntion coil with a 
tmnsfixmcr of 31{\V and a mndenserof .003 
uF and tl[e discharge was kept un by passing 
compressed air through the sptirk gap W be 
photographed by means of a Sleinheit GI-I 
spectroscope. The &11mer series of H and I) 
wu phoWgraphed.:as far as n=r, exdnding 
the secrindary spectra, nd n=37, including 
what mecc like the scronrlary spectra. 
                        - J.G.L. 
rbj. On the continuous emission spect-
rum accompanying the resonance lines 
of neon: "T. Takamine. T Suga. Y. •1'anaka 
and G. Lnotani. Sid. Papers. Lul. Phye. 
C/reae. Research. 35, 447-4j4 (n}3yJ. When 
a mmlensed ischarge iv passed dhrough a 
neon tube contg: a small amt. of nitrogen, a 
contiguous emission spectrum extending to 
about ~ot1 is observed un the luuger w•:tve-
leng[h side of the rexmancc line of neon 1 
944 A. From the tact that the longer wave-
length limit of this emission continuum n~n•e;-
ponds energetcal(y to the =~'gr(X') level of 
the nwlccula~ nitrogen, it seems likely that 
Ore phenomenon shoes :t certtin resonance 
effect behveen [he escitcvl mm~ atoms mxl the 
nitrogen .molecules. :Vuthors. 
thb- Yibrational analysis of CCl bands. 
T. I~laic. Prx. Phgs.-_llal/t. Soc. •lapa~t, III
21, t43-t48 (ty39).-The lxtnd-spectrum of 
CCI in emission has been obtained liy means 
of condensed ischarge through continuous 
flow of carbon tetrachloride vapour. Its vibrt-
tional stricture has been investigated. The 
heads are repres^i4eJ approximately b  v[,= 
t3;8gz.a1-F953'4v'-t8.3v'=-8bi.t v"+,.j 
v"'. The transition is prulxtbly '.S-s=11. 
                              Autitor.
tb7. Beta-ray spectrum of "Na. S. 
Kikucbi, Y. Watase, J. lloh. 1;: Takeda and 
S. Yamaguchi. Proc. Phya.-.11ath. Sx. Japan, 
III:ll, zjq-zoo (tq;q).-The Lret.•t-my spec-
trum of ''-aNa ryas investigated with the 
magnetic spectrometer which was user) in. the
ACTS Vol: %llI 
authors previous espls im'esOgating t1te Ueta.-
rty spectra of RaF, aqd 'aN, "Na n•as pro-
tluced by the Osaka cyclotron by lximtrtrding 
NaF with deuterons 5.z 11Iev in energy. $rom 
the energy distribution curve of the spectrum 
the authors estimated the upper ]trait to be 
t.37too3 :l1ev. This value is considerably . 
lorver than the inspection upper limit obtained. 
by ]{urie and others.anrl Amaki and Sugimolo 
from the analysis of Wilson chamber photo-
graphs: but it is in agreement with the value 
ohtainerl by Feather by the absorption method. 
The number of electrons in high energy region 
is much smaller than expected from the K.-~ 
U. thmr}•: As for K.-U. glut. the authors 
get for the theoretical upper limit -t.y3 )\1ev, 
whicL is o.jb Rlev higher than the inspection 
upper limit The general feature of the plot 
in lore energy regn~ni5 different from the case 
nF °N. In Ore latter case, the tom energy 
electrons were relatively more abundant. The 
Feimi plot rm.be repres_n[ed•by straight lines 
Lat~iu,~ knicks at taj :mJ o.4 \[ev. .1s the 
lnutsilion from "Na to °'\1g is considered to 
be "forbidden." the direct comparison of the 
insult kith the thmry is at present impossible. 
llotcever. if we assume that the Fermi dis-
tribution function is approximately valid lxtth 
fn' allowed and (orhirJden trmuiiia[. Chc ='Mg 
nudcus bnulJ have excited scores ato.az 
and n.3 nlev, and the ~ nima-rays of energy 
o.u, o.fi and o.S tlhev arc expected. 
                                Authors. '
t 6S. Gamma-rays accompanying the dis-
integration of "Na. S. Kikucbi, V, Watase, 
J. Itoh, E. Takeda: and S Yanra;uchi. Prx. 
Phys.-.Ilath. Sx. Japan, III: 'll: z4o-z4t 
(r q3y).-Gamma-rays. accompanying the. dis-
integration. f ='Na was. investigated by :u[aly-
sing the second:uy electrons emitted from a 
carbon plate by the ma~'metic spectrometer. 
There are two groups of Campton electrons 
of approximately thu. same intensity having 
max. energy .edges at z.74.tao7 and t.z7 
to.oj: Dlev anJ less dear]}' the third group 
at o.4 ~tev. Theenerg}• of the corresponding 
gamma-rays are z.y7tao7, t.4yto.oj and
Ifiit~lt~mil€~ Vol. 13ri No. fi (1939)
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aLoul o.$ Itlcv rcsp: Titegamma-rays from 
='Na was invesligatcrl byRicLanlson and it is 
reportcvl that they consist of three lines of 
energies 3.00. z.oq and r.ot 31cv, a•husc in-
tensites arc in the ratio of shout o.ti, : a95 
t.o,. The energy value of [he hardest com-
ponent is in good agreement. 13ut as to the 
other groups, dia'n{reement is fu alwve the 
cvptl. error. In connection with the 1>etn-my 
spectrum, the analysis of the gamma-rays of
eaergy lower than t >Vlzv is imlxxlant. The 
present resuhs arc not sufficient o decide 
whether the knicks in Fernti plot arc retlly 
connected with the excited states of "NIg 
nucleus, although the 0.8 Afev gamma-ray is 
just [o be expected Lnm the 1teUt-rny analysis 
reported in the preceding note. :\uthors.
RnAiudrtr
  t6q. Photo-conductance of the dye-
  sensitizedsilver bromide and the mecha-
  nism of the dye-sensitization. i. N. 
  I{antey:unA and T. Fukumoto. ./. Soc. Clrent. 
  htrl..hgartr, 4l. 489-49~ (x939)~-Samples iu
  in form of tLin flat plates of tLickness aF>vut 
  too fe were made of silver bromide by fusing 
  and leaving it to rant and cn•stallise between 
  hcu perfectly flat surfaces of two piett°s of 
  prre~ glass. TLcy were well annealed, all in 
  the dark rrwm. Two fine wires of golf were 
  imheddzd in the sarnplespreviousxp, and a strip 
  ofarea, t mm by tonun. was made fix the ttie:o-
  surement of electrice 0nductance. :\s iLecon-
  ductance was small, a s}•stem of the In'anced 
  d.c. amplifintion was arranged for ILe ampli-
  fication of ltte small current. The spectral 
  distribwion of the photocnnductancewas detd.. 
• either in the case of sih•er bromide alone, or 
  in the cases of silver bromide sensiiizal with 
  sensitirer dyes. The spectral distribution of 
  energy of this optical system at the placeof 
  the stmplc Lad previously been dcul. by the 
  thermopile. In the case of silver bromide 
  without rlycs, the photo-conductance was may. 
 at 454^'358 raft, and the spectral disMbution. 
  of photo•conductance-corresponded well with 
  the photo„vraphirnl sensitivity. In the case of 
 erythrosin, aphoto-conductance range with the 
 mos. at g6o raft was found, besides the usual
nirlr~~ rrrrrf Photar/reurirfn• 19l 
purr,. silver bromide-rmge. This corresponded 
avell to the photographic sensitivity. 'PLe 
mnesitondencc of the spectral ranges of the 
photographic s nsitis•ity and the photoron-
ductance sere also found in cases of kn•ptur 
cyanine sort dicyaninz. In [he fxnrr the 
star. of the photo-conductmce was at iii 
raft and in tLc latter the maxima were at by0 
rop and Sfi$ raft, besides the usual one of 
silver Lromide. From these fut~ the authors 
conclude that electrons are set free or, in other 
words, elevated to the mnduc:ion 1>:utd by 
the energy absorbed by tLc adsorbed sensitizer-
~Iya, and this is the origin of the I: tent image 
clue to the dycsensitization. In the e~pts. 
using kryptocyanine, although that amt. of 
]igLt of 73i rate which mrrcapondcl at least 
to two yuanLl fur each ion of 13x- and Ag* 
on the surftce had been thrown upm the 
sample, the degree of the photo-cunduttance 
did not show any si~m of decrease. Although 
sever:il im•esti~ators have shown ILat one m01e-
culr, of sensitizes dye is adsorbed fir ecen• ten 
ur ntorc of :\g" or 13r ions on lLe surface; 
the strove result would indicate that the dre 
is nut destmye'<i after the ahwtrptinn of light, 
that is, the fwtction of the sensitizes dve is the 
transmitter of energy. ,\utLors. 
x yo. The kinetics of the hydrogenation 
of ethylene with nickel II. l7. 1'oyama. 
This Joumal, 1'L, n~ tzt (n)3$). 
t7t. Emission spectrum of the flame 
of bromine burning in hydrogen and 
mechanism of the reaction. T. Kita~awa. 
This )oumal 1'L, t3;-tt~ (t938). 
~ jz. On the photochemical decompotai-
tion of ammonia. E. Shida 'I'bis ioumal, 
ty3. Emission spectrum of the oay-
hydrogen flame and its reaction mecha-
nism. I. Formation of the activated 
water molecule in higher vibrational 
states. T. I{itagawa. 'I'bis Journal 13, 96-
to7 (x939)•
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r7q. a vapour pressures of both 
heavy and light hydrates of I3aCL. DI. 
I-Iommtt and T. 'Pakai. bull. Iant. Phya. 
Claeru. Ifeaearrle., 17. 33t-337 (t938)~-The 
dissDcn. vapour press: of BaCL. zH,O~BaCh 
FI.O+II,O and BaCIzD_O=BaCI_D.O+ 
D,0 were measured in the temp. range z~-
jj by means pf a tensimeter. •I'he former 
reaction was expressed by lo; p,,,m.=-z,qy;/7• 
+io.8.tzy and the latter by log p,,,w.=-
3,toz.5/T+t r.t35. 1'he ratio of lath ilissocn. 
press. approached t with ruing temp. as t.ro 
(zj ), r.o4 (3j`), t.o3 {q j°) ahd t.ot (;j`). 
From these results dF' and dH of hydration 
by water were calcd. and compared. 
                        J.C.L. 
t95. Free energy of the formation of 
aqueous solutions of salts. VI. Free 
energy of the formation of aqueous 
solo. of Na_SO, sort K_SO,. 'T. Pakai. 
I3ell. List. 1'kys. Cheat: ResearcL, 17, 338-
34r (t g38).~mubining the values of the 
differential free enemies of the dissoln. 0( 
Na,SO.~ (anhpdntte) in Na,SO, solos. of 
various concns. calcd. by Sibata, 111urata and 
Toyoda, and those of Ii,SO, in K_SO., solos. 
by lllurrla with those of dilution calcd. from 
the vapour press, of Na_SO.~ and li_SOa 
solos. b}' Pearcc anti F.ckstrum, the values 
of integral free encrg}' of dissolution f Na=SOa 
and Ii.SOi at zj' were crated. J.C.L. 
t76. The chemical equilibrium iti the 
heterogeneous ystem Mg0(ts)+CL(g)~ 
MgCh(s)+ 1 0_(g) at high temps. li. 
Nakazimaand '1'. OkunO. Teck, RayGr. liyu-
z.leve IntY. L++air., 13. 4y-;6 (tg33).-The 
eyuil. consis. of the reverible reaction Mg0(s) 
CI.~IDIo la(s)+ ~ O:(,g), at j;o°, 600°. 6;0° 
z and 70o`C. were statically ntcasured and the 
numerical values kinetically obtained from 
these consts. were compared with those of 
other inve;ti [ors. The results obtained by
      log Kp'=t.yo36-t,zt8/P 
  dF'°-9,570-a.95T In:I'+o.oooz5'l" 
                     +45.6gT
      dS_rev=-rz.3y val./deg. J.C.L. 
r77. On the dissociation pressures of 
hydrates: IV. Vapour pressures of 
MnCl.•4H_U and MnC1,•lH_O: li. Sano. 
J. Client. Sac../span, 59, 846-838 (ty33).-
By means of a glass spring manometer, disson. 
vapour pressures of DInCl,:41-I,O and 11InCl_•. 
z H,O were measured and the relations 
obtained are as lollo~es : ' 
 1InC1.•4H_O 
   log PH.O(mm.)=-z,8y3.8to/T+to.534 
 3IuCl; z He0 
   log PH.O(mm.)=-3,a}8.86/T+ to•373• 
From these resuhs, the (ree enern}• is crated. 
as follows 
 \InCI._ 4l~ I ,0=1\I nCh z I [ °O+z I I,O 
    dE'_~r,=5,bt6cal., dH•,,.,=z6,jooral. 
  \InCI.; zl-I°O=DInCI°_+zH°O 
    JF°rrn=7.936 cal., dll~=z8,373 cal. 
                             J.C.L.
t78. The Faraday effect and the con-
ductivity of electrolytic solutions: :1. 
Okazaki. 3tenz. Ryajmz Cnll. Fang. XII, 33 
-43 (tg3y).-(t) It has been found [hat the 
eyuivaleut percenta;e inttemen[s d of Venlet's 
cons[. u} and the rotation. most. D= °~~                           (
n=+z]= 
of the solos, of alkali halides have linear ela-
tions with the degree of dissociation i or the 
equivalent conductivity A over the moat. 
range of m~6 : J=B+(e1-13) i=B+{A-B) 
`I {?) By gra
phical extrapolation to i=r A~ 
or o. [be values of A and B concerning m
and D have been decd. The A -value of an 
elecuolytemap he composed a ditively of the 
maluli characteristic of the component ions. 
{31 The molecular rotations of the salts in 
disociated and undissxiated states have been 
evaluated by using the values of A and B. 
                            Author.
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t79. The Faradag effect of strong 
elecrolytes in aqueous solutions. VII. 
NH,CI, AaCI_. NaNO,. KNO,. Na:50.,, 
7.nS0, and NaClO.,. Q. Okazaki. rilenx. 
Ryrj~alx Cv1I Eap., YII, a;-So (r939)-(t) 
"Phe relation between the magneto-optical 
roLalion and the mpvo. of the ayu. solos. of 
NFI,CI; I3aCl_, NaNOa, {NO,. Na,SO„LnSO,, 
and NaC10, has been studied for U-lines. It 
has been found that the. corrected rnolenilar 
rOLntionll][D] of the chlorides decreases with 
increasing conch. anJ that of NaC10; increases 
slightly, while those of the nitrates and [hc 
sulphates are pearly independent of conchs. 
(z) The value of tll[U] in dissociated state 
has been detd. by graphical extrapolation to 
infinite dilution. 13y using this value of 1V1[D], 
the corresponding value of moleculer refrac-
[ivity R and the ordinary dispersion data, [he 
value uF ~ for the. dispersion electron, its 
m number per molecule and the n•ace-length of 
flte absorption-band of these lectrolytes (except 
for NaClO,) in dissociated states have been 
evaluated. Author. 
tSo. Reduction-eyvilibrium of Fe0 in 
liquid iron by hydrogen. i. Tajiri and 
`L. Shibata. Te1sq-tn-Hregrtnc, '25, t9s-t97 
(tg3y). For the liw'pose of detg. ll:c 
chemicn•thermodyn:miical values of Fe0 at a 
high tetitp., ndtich plays the most imp~xtant 
rS{e in the chem. reaction of the steel-making 
proce~, a known mist. of steam and hydrogen 
was passed over the liyuid iron, heated by a 
high•Frequency induction furnace at a temp. 
between r„a;°-t.7co"L, to establish the 
equil.:-
   Fe0(in Fe(I)) } H ~rFc(Q t I-I .O(g)c 
And the eyhil. coast. li= , pi1jO o was                       I ns Fe0/ 
calcd., where the oxygen content was detd. 
by the hydrogen-reduction method. From 
the resuhs, the relation hepveen lbc eyuil. 
cons[. and temp. is given as follows: log 
K= 6 ~~` - - t . Using etnation                   3•i~.........{) .. I 
(t), the eyuil. coast., debt. at each temp., are 
reduced to the values at the same temp. of 
rboo'C., which depend only on the temp. and
d T/rrnnorhemislr~~ 1~ 
ate independent of the amLof I•'e0 in liyuid 
iron : Fe0 in this ctse behaves:vs an ideal supt. 
F`nm ey. (t), Pc {1}} t O.=FeO {ro in Fe) 
dh"=-a993o-a.goT, Fe {I) t I O,=FeO (I), 
anti lr°=-fitoaf } t4.3iT are given. And the. 
equil. consls. of the following retiction. Fe (in 
Fe(I))}CO-'Fc(I)}CO:.....,(z) arcexpress-ed 
as follows Ing P^' __ 7978 -~.SS. 
From the attore, ednil. consis. at several temps. 
were calcd. to compare with theexptl. values. 
                            Author. 
tSt. On the thermal conductivities of 
'some binary gas mixtures. F. Ishikawa 
anJ I{. I-l ijika[a. Liul(. lust. Plxyx. C/ee7n. 
Rcaem•cL. 18. .tot-qty (1939)•-This work 
was. undertaken with the purpose of making 
us^ of a thermal conductivity method of gas 
analysis n the accurate incestiguions nchem. 
problems. In this report he thermal cnn-
ductivilies of two-binary s}'siems CO-II. 
and N_-II_ were investigated. "Phe thermal 
t~onducdvjl}' of each pure gas was studied in 
connection with its press. up to nearly tatnt. 
The thermal mnductivitics of the binary 
s}stems, mentioned abovq tvcrc measured at 
several coast. press., and their esults-0iscussed. 
The expts, were carried nut be inserting a
conductivit}• wire as one of the arms- of the 
 N'beatstone hrirl ge, coal by measuring the 
vnhage which is proportion:d to the current 
necessary to keep the temp. of the wire most. 
By this method the composition f the mist. 
 can easily be detd. accuruel}'. the max. error 
 being less than o.t~o. The eR'ects on the 
conductivity of the heat loss due w the end 
 cooling, and of the adsorpliat of hydrogen 
by the wire were discussed. Authors. 
 tSz. Studies on the antimony metal 
 electrode for pH determination. )`~I: 
 Tamai. J. BiceLent-, 29, 3o7-3tS D939)~ 
 Antimony metal electrode is said tobe useful 
 for pII deco. ILS potential is related with pH 
 by dre following ey.; E=e-d. pH. But the 
 values of a and d, already reported by many 
 authors, are widely different. The author 
 has stgdicd this de~~iation. of a andd, amt
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has come to the conclusion as -follows. The 
potential of the Sh electrale is not detd. 
merely by the pl-I of the. s-oln., but is also 
influenmd ~morC orlcs; [anJ indeed is always 
depressed) by the nature and conch. of the 
'acid codicil contained in the spin. The 
depressing ctibn is me•st intensive in. tartaric, 
m-phosphoric, oxalic and citt is acid ; sulphuric, 
phosphoric and nitric acid are less active, 
while in hydrochloric 'and acetic and it is 
hardly detectable. '1•be depressing action is 
remarkable in coned. solos. and fades away 
with dilution, becoming scarcely detectaahle at 
aooot cool. These characteristics are tirom-
ughlr rnaintained ven when the acid solo. is 
ncutmlizerl partially or totally wilt alkali, 
such as NaOH, K011, Ca(OII): or Ba(OH):. 
The deviation of c and d is caused by this 
Depressing action of acid radicals. 1\lore than 
this, there are man}• Tutors al accidental 
errors which disturb the reproducibility of the 
measurement. author. 
t33. Activity coefficient of strong 
electrolytes in the concentrated solu-
tion. S. Kaneko. Ru1L J•aen!rnler.!<. faL.
a, 419-+zo (rg3y}.-Flnm the theory Publi-
shed in the previous report. activin• coeR'. of 
strong elecuol}'tes in the coned, solo. is 
caled. and the following formula is olxaiued 
In r' "vrx~= x. ~±r,Nva' 
- am ~ tmo Tin  d .ebcrc r is activity 
rneff., r the chaq;e of an electron, D the 
dielectric onst. of the solvent, k Boitzmann's 
mnsL, 1' absolute temp., vt the number of 
the i ions in one molecule, v the total number 
of ions in one molecule, zt the ~~alencyof the 
i ious~ x the reciprocal of the thickness of 
ion alni., a the mean diameter of an ion. N 
avogadro's number, av/am-the p<rnial motel 
volume of the solute, C conch, of the yrln., 
m molariq•, and o [he density of the solvent. 
                             Author.
tSq. On the: theory of fusion. A. Ilara-
sima. Proc. Yhyx.-llfafh. Soc. Japan, 21, t5fi 
-i65 (tg3q)~ 4 study of the partition func-
Vn1. Xill
[ion and of !the eyuationsaf stalc:of solid and 
liquid is made By assmning We (ono of 
mutual p~tenlial cuerKy lwhveen hvo adjacent 
atoms ns .consisted of a puahalic part (ne;tr 
the eyuiL. position) and a linear part, 
the author has obtained S-like isotherms as 
in van rler \\'aal's theory and decd. the 
melting paint by the condition of phase 
eyuil. Lindemann's fonnala is derived 
and changz of Density apon (union is caled. 
Further, the thcnnal pressure iri liquid ~is 
caled. and compared with the result whicL 
the author has got previously. Author.
t85. On the thermal conductivity of 
the system A_ ACI and the equilibrium 
in the reduction of cuprous chloride 
by hydrogen. h. Ishikawa nd N. Lnamurf. 
Bull. Init. Phyx: Chctn. licxearch, 18, 537-
;x7 (1939)•-Using :ccell with a straight wire 
the thermal mnductivities n( H. and NCI 
were measured nt z5°°, the press. being varied 
fanu zero to 70o nun: The thermal conduc-
tiiity of the binary system, H:-HCI, was 
ureasuml at Sao. ;oo, and 70o mm, and the 
relation beuceen llte eonducticity and the 
coral»sition of the tni~t. rliscuscd. Using Che 
result mentioned aluve, the ttluil. in the rcduc-
tion of cuprous chloride b}• hydrogen was 
studied at 3oomm and zqo-3ao. Thr. equil. 
cons[. may be expressed bylog KF=log p'pciJ -
Pxa=-33zq/Tt5.399 (atnt. units). 'I'Ire fol-
lowing thermodynamical values were obtained 
zCuCl(s)tH_(t atm.}=zCu(s)}zHCIQ atm.), 
JH=r_9fiq- to.9aT"+o.co3ofiT', dF°=zz9hg 
+za.73T log'I'-oao3o6T°-too.fiq'C. Cu(s) 
}t/zCL(t aou.)=CuC1 (s). JH~s.=-3zo8o 
ril, dF,nw=-z3zot cal, dS:,ue=-t3.oz 
cai/deg. _rti,n=zt.3o cal/de;;. It teas pointed 
out that [hesz resuhs were in fairly ga>d 
ae~recment with the previous report of 14I. 
R/atanahe. Authors.
tSfi. Thermo-dynamical studies on chlo-
rides. V. Reduction equilibrium of 
chromoua chlorideby hydrogen. IL Svto. 
J. Chart. Sac. Jupan, 59, 937-930 (t933)~-
By investigation f the. reduction eyuil. of
No. 6 ,g-L•lrrtmclun:zrfry nnrl 
chromous. chloride by hydrogen, the following 
rmciion was obtained 
   (t) CrCI_+H,=Cr+zilCl: 
log Iip=-to,ao8.tfi/'I'+G.yg3 (at 8g3r 
t,oyi°I{) 






    {a) s.,E(crc:i.}=zG.gz r•..q. J.c.r.. 
t8y. The effect of X-ray on various 
electric potentials. 1{, ywida 1~ y~° 
Furitsm lka DaiyakarLna~~i. '2'2, nz8-tt3z 
(tg3S).-The radiation of S-rry eSerts no iu-
fiuehce on carious potentials, uch .as the 
phasz. Iwundary potential oC mercury and 
sulphuric acid or formic acid, thepntentia] of 
acell caisisting of ctltimel electrode and at 
~' or said. potassium chloride, :rod lhepoten-
tial ofthe sGlndarrl cadmium m!I. ].C. L. 
tS$. A study of the electrode poten-
tials of metals in aqueous solutions of 
nitric acid. 1'. Yamamoto. Bn[l. Iu.•.t. 
Phys: Clrem. Fesearcl, 17. Gta-Gq•t (tg38).-
Various metals, ..=.uch :ts Mg, 91, Cr, Dbr, Fe, 
Cn, Ni, (:u. %n, \Io, -1g, Cd. Sn, 56. 'I'a, 1V, 
PG Au, I-]g, I'b, P,i, C, 8i. haematite, p'smo 
wire, t3% Cr stanless teel, 7:3 brass, nick-
rome alloy, eic.. were immersed in pure water 
or varintu s<tlns. of nitric acid (to different 
mncns frotu ;.iy tp- Gay) for zo minutes, 
and the changes of the potentials of these 
metals. were measured ever}' tg. seconds by 
means of a' valve potentiometer. A said. 
calomel electrode was used as the other elect-
rode and the change teas espresved 6y the 
absoluto potential whose standard was the 
ptrtemial of a said. calomel electrode (+o:izi 
\'). The result observed was: C.:U. Si, Cr; 
 r3q Cr stainless ttxl; Ta, 1V, Pt. Au. etc., 
were hardly or never corroded, while all [he 
rest of samples were corroded. The electrode 
potentials either ose or fell immediately after
9fif~lt~mitt~ Vol. 13n No. 6
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the immersion and then gradually became 
cons[. Genemllyspeaking, iheclcctrodepoten; 
tials tended to riseas theconcn. of nitric acid 
lxctme higher. butahose of :U, %a; DIn. Co; 
:1g. Cd, Sn, Hg, eic.. shutced the min. for 
a certain concn. of-'nitric acid. :1s s<ron as 
the concn. of nitric: acid reached to a cenain 
degree, a sudden rise`~tcas noticed in the 
potentials of I'e. piano wirci ray Cr stainless 
steel. Ni, nickaune alloy, etc. Pt has the 
highest potental, +t.6 V, avith ~1u, W, 1'a, 
Dkr, :1g. etc. coming in the order. and DIg 
at the lowest, -0.7 V. Theelecuude potentials 
obtained after zo minutes' immersion were 
plotted rtgainst the aL~mic numbers. (Those 
of Dig. DLt, %o, Cd, Sq Pd, etG tic periodi-
cally at the lowest.} The degree of the corro-
sicin does no[ always agree with the 13uctua-
tion of the electrale. potentials. J.C.L. 
tSq: A study of the electrode poten-
tials of metals in aqueous solos. of 
copper nitrate. Y. I'amamoto. iGirl., 
GSo-G93 (tg33).-L'y immersing the stme 
metals mentioned iu the preceding espr. in 
z, 8: r4, and ao% aqueous solos. of Cu(NOa)_, 
their absolute potentials were measured. The 
meG11s whose surfaces remained unchanged 
aherzo minutes' immersion are C. AI, Si, Cr. 
r3io' Cr stainless teel, Ta,. \t', Yt, :1u, Hg, 
etc. :111 the rest of simples were affected. 
The electrode potemials rose or fell imme-
diately after [he immersion ahd then, gradually 
became most The higher the concn. of 
copper nitrate became, the larger the electrode 
potemials tended to be. I'e and piano wire 
gave z kinds of ptxentials, showing sudden 
changes of the potentiah while Ca. Dfn, Pb, 
etc., showed considerably complex changes of
the potential. Pt has the highest potential 
+t.z 1'..1u, Ta, \\', Hg, :1g, etc.. coming in 
the order, and Dig, at the lowest, -o.y V. The 
order of the magnitude of the electrode poten-
tials of these substances is vari«t store or less 
according to the concns. of nipper nitrate. 
                                J.c.l,.
tqo. Researches on the electric
(1939)
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boundary layer disturbance. XIV. The 
biological water elucidated from the 
view-point of. the adsorption and. dis-
persiott of electro-magnetic wave. I. S. 
Ueda 'and 11~i. Shika6l. J. Electra7icrn. 11Faoc. 
Japwt, 6, 333-336 (tg38).-To make clear 
the form of biological water the authors in-
vestigated the absorption and dispersion of 
electro-magnetic nave in the 'liaoliang-liquid 
paraffin s}'stems of (f) South- and (i I) North-
hIanchukuo growth at 3o°-no°C and below 
600 of frequency, and compared the dielectric 
properties. Esptl. Results : (i) 'the inNuence 
of temp. on .the loss of dielectricily-In both 
samples rnntgr about G.q yo water, tan d appears 
not at low temps., huC With increasing temp. 
{a[ loiter temp, in ([) than in (II)). (ii) 'Che 
influence of the frequency on the Ions of 
dielectricity-Alwve qo°C the mat of can S 
appears in (I) and (Il), but uo[ iu the fre-
quency of the present expt. At the same 
exptl. temp. the max. of tan. n of (i) appears 
in the higher frequeney as compared with 
that of. (]I), and, acconiingly, the loner the 
temp. is the longer the rlaxation time is, 
Consideratiori 0f the F..xptl. Results: From 
the water contd. in the samples and the type 
of rut~.tion f dipole in theeasc when the 
dipole moment of n:a[er is laid in the ahernat-
ing electric field it is assumed that (II) has 
more intense :iffinity to water than (i),i. e., (II) 
mots. larger amt. of adsorbed water than (i). 
II. ihfd., 337-34t (tg38).-Using the same 
samplcsrnntg. alxiu[ tq°o water, the similar 
expt. Was tamed out at g°-4g°C by means of 
a specially made low temp. thermostat. Exptl. 
Results : (i) The influence of temp. on the 
loss of dielectricity-Each simple reaches the 
max. of tans at a definitetemp. below the 
frequent}~ of 3000. As the frequency is 
lowered, the mat point moves to the side 0f 
low teritp. Above the.frequency of 3.oco, the 
lower temp. is, the more tin -U' decreases and 
tan d can not be calcd: from the side of high 
frequency. As: to the max. of tan o in the 
case of the same frequency, that of (I) lies on 
the side of lower temp. (ii) The influence of 
frequency on the loss of dielectrocity-In the 
cases of both (I) and (11), below -zo°, the
ACTS ~ Vol. XI11 
max. of tan o moves to she side of tow fre-
quency with decreasing temp., and accordingly 
the relaxation time becomes longer as the 
temp. falls. At the same temp, the :mss: of 
tan o of (Il) lies at the side 0f lower fre-
quency as compared with that of (I) and the 
relaxatirnt time of (I]) is .longer. 't'hus (he 
similar conclusion to the preceding report has 
been drawn. J.C.L. 
tqr. The electrolytic solution pressure 
of pure aluminium. I. 1. Igaiasi and S. 
liodanta. 1\'iPpwa Iinzuku Gak)•ai-b'i, 2
q63-g6fi {ty33).=Chougb it is stated that the 
standard electrolytic solo. pres. F.le is t.33~ 
t.6gV, }et the value obscrval bt• ]indo add 
lianazarvn is onl}' 0.73 V. The fact that the 
observed value is thus ftr smaller than that 
calcd- thenho-dynamically may be ascribed to 
the oxide film produced on the. surface of AI. 
Therefore; the authors measured the pres_ in 
question atquite a standstill, using an electrode 
of such a purity as 99.9964% anri in the 
complete absence of O, and obtained lsh.= 
r.z6 V. ht this case a special attention was 
paid to the chartge of the press. for the lust 
seceml minutes avd also [o the effect of the 
gas introduced. ds soon ay the electrode ,yas 
immersed in the solo.. the press. gradually 
rosy. The introduction of hydrogen .raised 
the press., and that of oxygen caused a sod-
den fall in [he press. and Then raised it. 
                             J.c.t.
tqz. The specific heats of some solid 
aliphatic acids and their ammonium 
salts and the atomic heat of nitrogen. 
S. Stitch and T. Sogahe. Sei~ Yrspa•s Lht: 
Phys. Chene. Researek. 36, q7-5oj (tg39)~ 
The mean specific heats of oxalic, succinic, 
pyrotartaria. and tartaric acids and their am-
monimn salts were detd. "I'he atomic heat of 
nitrogen was deeluced from the difference 
benceen .fife molecular .heats of ammonium 
salts and their resp. acids. The atomic heat 
of nitrogen was found to be about .S in 
some cases, about 6.q in other cases and 
generally about 4•z which does not much
9fiI~lt~mitt~ Vol. 13n No. 6 (1939)
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differ fium the value 3.5 procisioually dcul. 
fran the study of carious nitrides. .authors. 
rq3. The vapour pressure of dissociated 
water from hydrates. VI. The vapour 
pressure of dissociation of bTgCh•4H_0 
and MgCL•2Tl_O. I{. S3uo. J. Clrene. Sou 
.Tap¢~m, 59, a;>-r tqq (t 933).-Using the 
pres. ;wage of a-hutylpluhalate ester, the 
author measured the press. in yuestion and 
obtained the folloreing expressions: \I,CI; 
'
4H_O : log piI,O=-3,5o5•i77/~1'+ro.g6zg 
and DIa I_zl-LO:lug pH.~J=-3.bot.eg3/T 
rqq. A tbermo-dynamical study of chlo-
rides. VITT. The reduction equilibrium 
of manganese chloride by hydrogen. 
K. Svro. J. CJrern. Sor,. Japan. 59, r r 5o-
 tt53 (t 933).-Ily the gas circulating method 
the author caled. the eyuil. mast. of \InCI~. 
 +l[,=Mn+zHCl at 8zo--goo°K; and ob-
mioed log I{p = - r4,Y-0-768r/'1' - -y.;6y8. 
 IIence the following tbermo-~3quamical values: 
 d@'J=7o,3n+6.oz T In T - o-oot75 T' -
 77.Sr8'F; dII=7o,3at-6.oz+o.aor75T'; 
 dN°=se-Si,tSycal.; dH.ys=(S,(7zCal.{ 
 dS.g,= 3S.5q I{.U. The heat of formation 
and the free energy of fonnalion of MnCI_ arc 
 fomtd to he d[I_ss=-uz.g5o cal. earl 
 dF°,~6=-toz,;7ocal. resp. and S_ya(lInCl,) 
 =z,.q5 F.U. I-L. L. 
 rq5. On the magneto-optical properties 
 of~ potassium iodomercurate solution.
-Ca/loiJ C/mruis6 nod .
i
Sarfnce Chrnritlry 79i 
'1'. 'i'akei, Y. IIosino and T. Osakada J.~ 
ElectracAe»a• Asaoe..lapnn, 7, r86-r89 (x439)• 
=1'he potassimn iodomercurtte -sofa. ryas 
found to be the exist suitable one fur making-
magnetu-optical instruments, a  the solo. hay 
an exlmonlinarily high pmver of magneto-
optical ro~.ltirnt. In the paper, the followim,;. 
ma;netu-optical and phps. chem. properties of
the I{.I-IgI. solo.. especially of the satd. cater 
solo.. are described. (I) From the daL1 mea-
sured by R Lucas cC F. Callais, the empirical 
formula betracen Verdeis coast. V :uul wave-
leng[h A °~Oj1~ °        (le) ryas derived : V 1 -o.t3 (zo C) 
The Verdet's coast. calctl. Gum this formuLl 
u•as fimud to show good agreement with the 
author; measureumnts. (a) The variation of 
Verdet's coast ((or U-line) with temp.: Vnr 
=atg8_-aoaoayz ([-zo). (3) The specific 
greet[}' at_>o°C : d;°=3.t t. (q) '1'hc atr;orp-
tion spectrum was investigated for the saki. 
solo., t/io s1td. solo., and r/tco satd. sole. 
(5} The transmission f light raas at max. at 
dte waee-length SSooA (the solo. shorted 
}'ellow colour). (() The refractive index at 
various mncn. was measured. Por sat: solo., 
nn=r.ity (zo°C). (7) The corrosion tests fur 
thirteen organic substances and ten metals were 
carried out The organic. suhst<n.nces were 
generally resistant, while the metals were very 
corrosive xcept nickel and nickel alto}'s. 
                            Authors. 
rq(. Thermal analysis of the oxidation 
of sulphites. (I). 1-L !\Tatsuyama This 
Journal, I'l, rb$-rqt (rg38).
      4-COLLOID HE 
rqi. The influence of dr 
pies on the electrokinet 
K. 1{anamaru, T. Takada 
Sea•iso l:oyyo, 14, r3z-r3 
electrokinetic potentials of gla 
lulus^_s with different degree 
water and alcohol e•ere m 




and I{. ilLacd:ti. 
6 (rg38).-The 
s, and nitrocel-
s of dryness in 
easured and the 
 resence of the
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  residual sol vaterl la}'er, on these potentials 
  etas examrl. from the authors' theory on 
  lyophilic properties. J.C.L.
  t98. On the adsorption of ammonia by 
  platinum black. I. Sano. J. (7kene.Soc. 
  Japan, 59, 1399-t 406 { t 938).-"The adsorp-
  tign velocity and amt. of ammonia by platinum
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black subjected to sintering procedure con-
ducted under evacuation at 5oo°C fiv 3 hour, 
(and accordingly it niay point to platinum 
sponge) were measured mo° rao°, zoo, 300, 
400° and 5oo`C under atm. press: Each run 
of the measurements being over, the gas was 
collected and m!aly'zed ; some quantity of a 
rnnsntuent which w'as not adsorbed by dilute 
sulphuric acid was found in it. In the case 
where oxygen 'existing primarily as a surface 
rnmprl. on platinum svgs removed previously 
tbroirgh reduction with hydrogeu, the insoluble 
consiitaent above said mighC be ttmsidered 
to be the mix[. of hydrogen and nitrogen 
resulting from the- demmposi lion of ammonia, 
this appe:mng tit 4oo°C and upwards; in the 
case where not treated with hydn>;en in 
advance, it might Ire nitrogen which manifests 
itself of o°C and upwards. It was indicated 
from calm. Lvase<l nn these facts that ammonia 
might bz adsorlxd activatedl}' on platinum 
at 4oo°C or more. Author. 
r 99• On-the catalytic decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide by colloidal plati-
num-carbonyl. I. Sand. Ti•u!1_ Clcm..Sac. 
.Tahan, 13, rib-rz6 (!q38).=I'hc'catalytic 
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by 
colloidal platimun-carbon}'I as well as culloidaf 
platinum obtainable. from it was examd. L! 
tlrc former case, the reaction proceeds as 
uniniolecular fmr it passed through an in-
ductidn perio I ; in the latter case, it deviates 
frorir unimolecular thniughout the course of 
the reaction concerned, and this may be ex-
plained to be due to the retarding influence 
of oxygen evolvcvl from hydrogeu peroxide 
and adsorbed on the surface of colloidal 
platinum. Someconsiderationssvere made on 
these facts. Author. 
zoo. The sorption of gases on reduced 
nickel, I. Hydrogen, oxygen; and hydro-
gen bromide. 1\I. 1'akebayashi. Bull. Chem. 
Sa:. .Tayatr, 14, ay-53([939)•-Y'. Urushi-
bara and the present autlwr have found that 
reduced nickel- and reduced iron reverse the. 
direction of the additioir of HBr to ethenoid 
compds:. in the same way as ox}'gen. "Phc
A BSTI.. TSA C Vol. XII7 
expts. are by no means intendtal for an enact 
incestigTtion f the sorption itselL but have 
been carried out with a vies to knowing the 
hehaviows of reduced nickel toward [liese 
gaseous substances: at zo°, oxygen was more 
rnpidly aixl abundantly sorbed than hydrogen. 
T'hewnc~d Lydrogen was desnrbed invacuum, 
whereas the sxhed oxygen was not The 
whole oxygen sorbed is considered m be 
chemically hound to the nickeh and the 
oxygen w:as partly removed from the nickel 
by hydmr,~en. I  the dark, FIBr was sorbed 
gradually and extensively, suggesting an ac-
tivated adsorption. Reduced nickel, saturated 
with oxygen, consumed much more HBr. ll 
is supposed that [races of water formed h}' 
the action of II13r on the oxygen-stained 
nickel accelerate the reaction of metallic nickel 
and HBr to give Lydrogen and nickel 
dibmmide• author. 
zot. On the nature of foam. V. Phase 
inversion and foam formation of 
emulsion consisting of acetic acid, 
benzene, and water. T. Sasaki: Tiud[. 
CGen!. b'x. Juhmr, 14, ray-it4 (u)39)~ 
The heterogeneous reo-ion of the system con-
sisting of acetic acid, benzene and water (:1BW) 
is divided into three regions A, I3 and C, 
referring to the type of emulsion produced 
by hco different modes of shakin. S}'stems 
in region A and B produce water-in-oil and 
oil-in-water emulsion resp. whatever the 
mode of shaking, and those in region C 
occasionally produce Iwth types- of e!nulsion 
according to the hvo modes of sliakipg. The 
region C is called the phase inversion zone 
by shaking. Some systems of thin phase 
inversion zone behave both foamy and non 
foamy according to the two different modes 
of shaking. 1'he existence of such foam-
nonfoarn system is restricted in a portion of 
the-phase im•ersion zone wliich at the same 
time forms' a portion of foatiry region of hetero-
geneoussystem of ABW. The difference in 
nature orbchaviour between hco po9ible types 
of emulsions produced by one and the same 
system was compared in details, cold its 
discussions were made. .Author.
9fi1~1t~mit€~ Vol. 13n No. 6 (1939)
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zoz. The colloid-chemical- studies on 
systems of three-liquid components. 
III. On the emulsification between two 
inmiscible liquids with equal specific 
gravity. N. Sates and I1. Okucama. Hull. 
Cheat. Sa. Japan, 14, tai-t39 and td7-
t5'- (t939)~ It was studied the emulsification 
between t:eo inmiscible iquids, tahose specific 
grm•ity exactly the same. Such system of 
]iyuid cpuld !x prepd. from combination yf
three liquids with different miscibility anJ 
different specific gravity. I[ was rru-tted the 
s}•stems; iienzene-~\'nter-Carlnnte[rachbride, 
]ienzenc.-C6lorofixm-Amylalwhol {isu}, and 
Penzene-Methanol-\Lhter. A  adequate conch., 
they gave hro-liquid-s}'stem tcitU equal spe-
cific grac it}•. Iimulsification and coagulation 
in such systems were rclaterl with inlerftcial 
tension, viscosity c[c., Uesirles their specific 
gravity. :\n cxpt. was rtrricd out, which 
cnncemed especially to emulsiomtype. The 
influence of a s-phase and vessel-wall were 
short°n to be the important factors. •1'he 
The emulsification pith ultrasonic wave (qjo 
K.C.) was also studied, which gave almost 
the same result/ as other researches, with 
onlinar}• two-liquid-systems of different specific 
gravity. :\uthors. 
zo3. IlttbblinS method of e]ectrosmosis 
measurement. H. Bi ururka and T. Umori-
Hrdl. ElrclrolerL. LaL.,3, 4t4-tti (r939)~ 
roc a mcasummcnt of lLc velocity of clecfm-
smotic flow by moving of a bubble in the 
side tulle of the $ri~gs' app., the suitnhlc size 
of the bubble w';lS observed to he as large as 
t.r t times of the diameter of the tube, in 
which the huUUle wa.. situated. By this 
method, the velrrcit}• of electrosmosis w:as 
decreased tint rapidly, then ven• slowly anti 
finally was coast. with intrcasing of the 
thickness of the memhrnne, the cun•ent ur 
collage t>Ping adjusted to Ire wnst. A new 
app. fur an ultmmicrascopical and elec[ro-
phoretic medrod using a UuLLIe u•as proposed. 
                           A u thon. 
zo.t. On the catalytic decomposition'of 
ozalic acid by colloidal platinum-
¢-Colloid C7rnrirtm mrd .Surwe C/vmirfm lOD 
 carbonyl. I. S1no. Rrrll Chem. Soe .Tayan, 
 14. tzt-tat (t939)~ The rlecompn. of ay. 
 x9ns. of oxalic acid faro, oo;. aoz; \) due 
 to oxidation accelentted bycolloidal pla[inum-
 carlwnyl of reJ colour as well as colloidal 
 platinum of black colour oUiainable from it 
 was, in the presence of oxygen and diffused 
 day-light, studied during a period extending 
 several hundred hours at zS.o C. and thirty 
  hours at ;ao°L. In the case where the red 
 sot is added :ts cattl}•st, the reaction proceeds 
 as unimolecular fter it passed through an 
 induction period and suUseyucntly a transition 
 period, tr'hile iu the c;tse where tLc Ulack sr.I 
 is adde;l, it proceeds as the alnve alter a 
 transition period, oo induction period present-
 ing itself. The more dilute the acid solo.. 
 the more sutble is the sot throughout the 
  course of the expt. and cunseyuently,. the
 larger is the velocity coast. IC was =huwu 
 [hat [bc reaction should be retarded if cu[ ull 
 Irum the suppli~ of oxygen. "1'he mechanism 
 of the reaction was rliscusseJ un these frets. 
                                   .huthor.
 zo;. On the sorption of phosphorus 
 trichloride by active charcoal K. Arii, 
 11i. IimvaUaci and 'I'. Takai. Roll. Ltat. Pkge. 
  L'hent. Rezcarch, 18. 35h-3fi7 (r939)•-•I'he 
 sorption of phosphorus trichloriae by sugar 
 charcoal activated br Ueating at qoo° fur z 
 hours, I><ns Ixen Beta. by a sLalic method. 
 The instrumcut used (or lLe measurements 
  a:~s cot all-glen app. which contains Jackson's 
 glass pring manometer and nlcl3ain's yuanz 
 spring lxilmrne. The sorption is<~theuus, which 
  have green decd. at zo', 30°, and 50 over a 
 rapge of press. heluw orie arm., are in good 
 agreement with Freund]icL's al. and the 
 following eqs. arc derived from the exptl. 
  data: aar.=zz.q.tj p°•~', a,oe=t6.r6o p s.o 
 asoo=6..tzy p°•M10N1. here, a is the sorption 
 amt. expressed in mg per r g chnrcotl, and 
 p is the equil. press. in cmlIg. The empirical 
 eqs. for the ix»tcre are cdcd. as follows: 
 logpb=[8.669[- ,'L°, logpp=r6.7779-
 ~ lfi7 ,log pro=t 5.4iSo- ~  7 . The em-
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pirical eq. for the isobar, a=ao-x~t, where ao '03. Otr the adsorption of hydrogen on is the amt. sorbed ato" and xis the most., I poisoned nick l. Stu ies at low tem-
is obtained. The values of a~ calal. by lhr3 peratutes. S lijima. •1'his loumal, 12, 
ey. can he represented by Frcundlich's eq., t;8-t55 0938)• 
ao=34•tzo p°~~. Thus the general cq. be-tween a (mg), p (an), and t (°C) can -be e.- I zoq. On the adsorption of hydrogen n 
pressed as follows: a=;t„-xp"'t, whem x= poisoned nickel. ii. 8. Iijima. 'This 
o-Si35 and m=o.tg8zg. :\utbors• Joumal, 13, t-tr (tg39)~ 
zoG. On the collodion membranes of zto. On the adsorption of nitrogen on 
graded pores. S. Koma~.ttr. I. Elcc(ra reduced nickel. ti, lijinrt. '1'his• Jovma6 
c%eur. :[seoc. Jap~¢n, 6, zgG-z(t (n735).- 13: 4z-}3 0939)• 
collodion membranes prepd. 6q the ]?Iford 
method under various conditwms were used to z t t. Thermal analysis of the catalytic 
sepemte water fiom iso-propyl a cohol and the action of colloids. I. Catalytic decom-
rela[imt Ir_hveen the press. of water and the position of hydrogen peroxide by ml-
amt. of running water was esanrd. :1n ex- loidal platinum. 1•:. Suito. This Joumal. 
pression a:•rs derived to sboe• lbc distribution 13. ,;-gF (t939). 
of the pores .pith respect to the radius of the 
cylinder or the o-idth of the salt .vhen the ztz. On the chemisorption of carbon 
pure is reardai either as cylindric;il or :u of dioxide by reduced iron. III. Thermo-
the type of slit capillary. Nmm this expres- dynamic consideration of the chemisorp-
sion and the curve alrr.»1y obtained, the tcla' tion. 1:. K:nvakita. This Jovrnal, 13, 3~-
lion behvicen the size of [bc pores and their 95 (r939)• 
number is graphically oh4ninerl. In thn preps. 
of the membrane the addition of water makes zt3. The decomposition of ammonia by 
the ports larger; while acetic acid makes iron catalyst mixed with Al_O, and 
them smaller. The larger the pores are, the ~ K,O. P.. Kigam:v 'T'his Joumal, 13, tz~ 
more widely they are Distributed. J.C.I- t36 0939)• 
zo7. On the ehemisorption of carbon zt;. The decomposition of ammonia by 
dioxide by reduced imn. IL K. Iiawa- iron catalyst. IC. Se}•a. "This Journal, 13, 
kiln. This Jonrnal. 1'L, ioj-n; (t938)• t37-I;~ (t939)•
6 (1939)
